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Abstract 
Materials that are composed of atoms which are covalently bonded in two 
dimensional (2D) planar spaces are considered quasi 2D materials. Graphene is an 
excellent example of a 2D structure and of great interest due to its enhanced carrier 
mobilities. The enhancement in carrier mobility is due to the emergence of near 
massless fermions in 2D graphene. Such large carrier mobilities are of great value for 
the development of future transistors, as the current technologies for the fabrication 
of nanostructured silicon transistors are fast exceeding their limits in reducing size 
and enhancing their performance. However, as graphene is a material without any 
natural bandgap, it’s deemed unfavourable for the development of field effect 
transistors (FETs) as it does not allow the large ON/OFF value to be achieved. 
Therefore, other 2D semiconducting materials are sought after. Layered molybdenum 
trioxide and dichalcogenides (MT&DCs) offer real solutions in this area, as they are 
intrinsic semiconductors which can be exfoliated into 2D layers. In particular, 
significant progress has been realized in the development of 2D molybdenum 
disulphide (MoS2) based FETs, photo transistors, integrated circuits and logic 
operators. Even though such progress has been made, the mobility values observed 
here still fall short of silicon. Additionally, many of the fundamental properties of 2D 
MoS2 are yet to be explored.   
The aim of this Ph.D. research is to synthesize and characterize the properties of 2D 
MoO3 and MoS2, in order to realize 2D electronic devices with high carrier 
mobilities and understand the behaviour of these 2D materials upon small ion 
intercalation. The author of this thesis thoroughly reviewed the fundamental 
properties, as well as methods of synthesis and properties of layered MT&DCs. 
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Based on the review, the author recognized some of the niche areas to be further 
investigated regarding 2D MoS2. The author identified the lack of a simple and 
efficient process for the synthesis of layered MoS2. Additionally, the author 
identified 2D molybdenum trioxide (MoO3) as the core material suitable for the 
development of a new family of 2D electronic devices and systems. MoO3 is an 
intrinsically high dielectric material with tuneable electronic properties. This 
tuneability can be achieved via facile ion intercalation. In order to realize the 
aforementioned goals and to create new knowledge, the author implemented his 
research work in three distinct stages. 
The first stage involved realizing 2D MoS2 flakes for the purpose of investigating the 
structural effects of ion intercalation in comparison to its bulk counterpart. The 
author developed a simple and effective method of synthesis involving the 
simultaneous co-evaporation of MoO3 powder together with sulphur. The MoS2 was 
characterized to be high purity layered nanostructures. Subsequently, the author 
realized 2D MoS2 via mechanical exfoliation of the as obtained material. The author 
the conducted electrochemical lithium ion exposure studies and investigated the 
effects using Raman spectroscopy presenting a new insight regarding the vibrational 
properties of such systems. 
In the second stage, the author synthesized layered α-MoO3 crystals by the thermal 
evaporation of MoO3 powder. 2D MoO3 layers were realized via micromechanical 
exfoliation of as obtained crystals. The author demonstrated various approaches of 
H
+
 intercalation and partial reduction of MoO3, for the purpose of reducing the 
bandgap to be viable for FET applications. The author then developed FETs based on 
such 2D MoO3 flakes with enhanced carrier mobilities exceeding 1100 cm
2
V
–1
s
–1
. 
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Such mobility was significantly larger than the best of those reported for the 2D 
MoS2 based FETs and en par with the best mobilities offered by silicon technology. 
In the final stage, the author expanded his research by developing 2D MoO3 based 
biosensing platforms. The author demonstrated a high yield liquid exfoliation 
method, in achieving high quality 2D MoO3 nanoflakes. Utilizing such 2D 
nanoflakes, the author fabricated biosensors with nanostructured MoO3 thin films as 
the active sensing layer. The author then demonstrated the successful biosensing 
capabilities of these sensors with excellent response times (<10s), by using bovine 
serum albumin (BSA) as a model protein.  
Overall, the author strongly believes that the objectives achieved in this Ph.D. 
research work, have contributed significantly to the advancement of 2D electronic 
devices and systems as well as created exciting new knowledge. 
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Chapter 1 
 
Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
 
The invention of transistors in the late 1940’s prompted the birth of modern 
electronics, and since their invention; continuous efforts have been made in 
miniaturizing and improving their performance. In time, this pursuit led to the 
microelectronics era of silicon based integrated circuits and microprocessors, which 
gave rise to the emergence of personal computers. Further, perusal in the field 
resulted in today’s modern nanoelectronics era, where hand held electronics exceed 
the performance of the first ever supercomputer. However today’s silicon based 
transistors have almost reached their size limitation, and therefore their performance 
boundaries. Hence, the pursuit continues for alternatives, in overcoming the current 
performance limitations of silicon based transistors. In the quest for the next 
generation of electronics, two dimensional (2D) materials may offer a possible 
solution. 2D materials are planar structures, with thicknesses less than several nano 
meters comprising only one to just several atoms.  
The discovery of graphene in 2004,[1] the fundamental unit that composes graphite 
(Figure 1.1), has sparked a dramatic increase in the research of 2D materials.[2-4] 
Different factors caused a rise of interest in graphene including its enhanced charge 
carrier mobility. The mobility values for graphene exceed 10
5 
cm
2
V
–1
s
–1
 which is 
much higher than its bulk counterpart, graphite.[5] Such an increase in carrier 
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mobility is attributed to the emergence of Two-dimensional gas of massless Dirac 
fermions in graphene.[6] 
 
Figure 1.1| Schematic illustration of graphtite, composed of vertically stacked graphene 
layers. Reproduced with permission from [5] Copyright 2007 NPG. 
 
The enhancement in carrier mobility is crucial for electronic applications, since it 
presents possibilities for the development of faster transistors with high 
transconductance, which results in large gains. As the limitation of nanostructured 
silicon transistors has been reached, such enhancement in mobilities can be the 
solution for the next generation of electronics. Additionally, the reduction in the 
thickness is also favourable for packing more transistors in three dimensions, which 
is one of the current goals of electronics industry. However as graphene is a semi-
metal or zero-gap semiconductor, it lacks an intrinsic bandgap.[1, 2] Bandgap is a 
vital property in semiconductors that allows the transistors to be turned on and off.   
As a result, electrical current in graphene cannot be turned off and it is deemed 
unfavourable for the development of transistors.  
The introduction of a bandgap in graphene via various approaches such using double 
layer or ribbon configurations has been successfully demonstrated, but ultimately 
resulted in an undesirable loss of carrier mobility (less than 200 cm
2
V
–1
s
–1
) as well as 
rather small size energy gaps, rendering such processes ineffective. [3, 7]  Such an 
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outcome drove the scientific community in the pursuit of other 2D materials, with 
natural bandgaps.  
2D molybdenum trioxide and dichalcogenides (2D MT&DCs) offer a great solution 
as they are intrinsic semiconductors; they naturally exist in a highly crystalline 
layered form that can be readily exfoliated into 2D fundamental planes.[2, 4, 8] In 
particular, MoS2 has received a surge of research interest in the past few years, since 
Radisavljevic et al. first demonstrated enhancement in carrier mobility (~220 cm
2
V
–
1
s
–1
) via top-gate dielectric engineering.[3] Since then, there have been numerous 
important advancements in the development of field effect transistors (FETs), photo 
transistors/sensors, various integrated circuit (IC) modules and logic operators based 
on 2D MoS2.[9-11] Additionally, FETs with reasonable mobilities (~50 cm
2
V
–1
s
–1
) 
as well as heterojunction diodes based on 2D MoSe2 have also been 
demonstrated.[12, 13] 
In addition to the wide range of electronic applications, 2D molybdenum 
dichalcogenides (MoX2) demonstrate layer dependent optical, mechanical and 
piezoelectric properties.[14-19] All 2D MoX2 compounds show a band structural 
transition from indirect bandgap to a direct bandgap.[17] Due to the direct bandgap 
nature, 2D MoS2 was observed to exhibit significant PL in contrast to its bulk 
counterpart.[18, 19] Such a PL enhancement effect can be utilized in various optical 
and sensing applications.[8] Additionally, 2D MoS2 is comparable to steel in both 
strength and elasticity, [14, 15] and it also demonstrates significant piezoelectric 
properties.[16] Such capabilities can be successfully incorporated into micro/nano 
electromechanical systems and nanosensors.[8] 
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Although MoS2 has been studied for electronics, optoelectronics and many other 
applications, the mobilities observed still fall short to those of doped and 
nanostructured silicon transistors.[20] This can be attributed to the intrinsic low 
dielectric nature of MoS2, where significant Coulombic scattering, which always 
exist in the boundaries of field effect transducing configurations, results in limiting 
the overall carrier mobilities at room temperatures.[3, 21] Therefore, still much work 
should be done to improve the capacities of 2D MoS2. Additionally, other layered 
semiconductors with high dielectric value as well as tuneable properties should be 
investigated as alternatives for the next generation of electronics. 
1.2 Objectives 
The main objective of this PhD program is to research on 2D MT&DCs. In particular 
to investigate the synthesis processes and those properties of these materials that had 
not been reported by any other researcher at the time that the PhD research started. 
The research work in this PhD dissertation can be briefly classified under the 
following objectives:  
(a) Synthesize and characterize the properties of 2D MoO3 and MoS2 for the 
purpose of integrating them into 2D electronic systems. 
(b) Investigate the effect of small ion intercalation into 2D MoO3 and MoS2. 
(c) Realize electronic devices and sensing systems based on 2D α-MoO3 
As research on 2D MoS2 is still in progress, the author starts his work by focusing on 
the synthesis and studying some novel properties of 2D MoS2. In order to obtain 2D 
MoS2, the author develops a top down approach of synthesising the layered materials 
and then exfoliating them into atomically thin layers. Realizing that most of the 
available synthesis approaches are either time consuming, involved complicated 
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experimental setups or deemed hazardous,[22-25] the author focuses on devising a 
simpler alternative via a two-step thermal evaporation approach, for producing 
layered MoS2. Here, the author employs a simple yet effective technique of 
temperature dependant co-evaporation of MoO3 nanopowder and sulphur powder. 
Utilizing the obtained layered crystals, the author produces 2D MoS2 nanoflakes via 
the application of mechanical exfoliation process and conducts Li
+
 intercalation 
studies to present some of the fundamentals of the synthesised 2D semiconductor.  
In order to develop electronic devices, the author of this thesis makes an informed 
choice in utilizing MoO3 as the core 2D semiconductor due to its tuneable electronic 
properties and intrinsic high dielectric value. This goal is achieved by the following 
steps: facile thermal evaporation synthesis, both low yield mechanical and high yield 
liquid exfoliation processes in achieving 2D MoO3, which is followed by the 
realization of FETs and biosensors.  
For the development of FETs, the author synthesizes large area, layered MoO3 
crystals via the thermal evaporation of MoO3 powder and characterizes the 
temperature dependant growth morphologies to define the optimal growth 
conditions. He then conducts mechanical exfoliation on the obtained layered MoO3 
crystals, so as to realize highly crystalline 2D MoO3 flakes. Subsequently, various 
approaches of ion intercalation and partial reduction are demonstrated, in order to 
reduce the bandgap of MoO3 to viable values for the development of FETs. Based on 
this mechanically exfoliated and reduced 2D MoO3, the FETs with enhanced carrier 
mobilities are fabricated. A a series of experiments are then conducted to obtain the 
charge carrier mobility values and to investigate the sources of scattering of such 
charges. 
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Next the author of this PhD thesis focuses his attention on the high yield exfoliation 
processes of layered MoO3 in order to realize nanostructured 2D MoO3 films for 
biosensing applications. The author establishes a high yield liquid exfoliation 
technique for obtaining high quality 2D MoO3 nanoflakes in a liquid suspension 
based on grinding/sonication techniques. Using the liquid exfoliated 2D MoO3 
nanoflakes, the author deposits large area nanostructured thin films and utilizing such 
films as the active sensing areas in field effect biosensors.   
During the course of his PhD candidature, the author has focussed on realizing 2D 
MoS2 and MoO3 as well as developing 2D MoO3 based electronic devices and 
systems. The research gaps in the current knowledge have been highlighted by the 
PhD candidate and as such the primary objectives of this PhD work are aimed at 
filling these gaps, as follows: 
1. The author of this dissertation introduced new knowledge by producing an in 
depth, comprehensive literature, reviewing the fundamental properties, synthesis 
processes, exfoliation techniques and applications of mono and multi layered 2D 
MT&DCs. The literature developed by the author is of significant value, as there 
was no been a comprehensive survey on the properties of 2D MT&DCs at the 
time that this PhD research work started. At the time that the topic of this thesis 
was proposed, electronic devices based on 2D MoS2 had already been developed 
and comprehensively investigated by Andras Kis’ group at EPFL Switzerland. 
However, the synthesis approaches for obtaining layered MoS2 and their relevant 
exfoliation methods, were not mature enough. On the other hand, neither 
synthesis methods nor the electronic properties of 2D MoO3 had been studied. 
These provided well targeted research gaps to be addressed. As a result, based 
on a critical literature analysis and the aforementioned facts, the author made an 
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informed decision for using 2D α-MoO3 to develop electronic devices as well as 
devise and investigate synthesis processes for producing both 2D MoS2 and 
MoO3. 
2. For the first time, the author developed a simple yet effective method of 
synthesizing layered 2H-MoS2. This procedure is both time and cost effective, 
nonhazardous and can be adopted in any standard fabrication facility without 
any complex experimental setups. The synthesized material is of high quality 
and can also be exfoliated into a few fundamental layers. The effect of Li
+
 ion 
intercalation on 2D MoS2 has also been demonstrated and how Li
+
 affects its 
vibrational modes.  
3. The author synthesized large area layered α-MoO3 crystals and defined the 
optimum process by characterizing the temperature dependant growth 
morphologies. He then demonstrated the tuneability of the bandgap of MoO3 via 
various approaches of hydrogen ion intercalation and partial reduction. For the 
first time, the author of this thesis has realized 2D α-MoO3 (~11 nm in 
thickness) based FETs, with enhanced charge carrier mobilities (>1100 cm
2
V
–1
s
–
1
) exceeding those of doped silicon and other 2D FETs.[20] Here, the author 
introduced Coulombic charges in the crystal lattice, in order to reduce the 
bandgap, while exploiting the intrinsic high dielectric nature of MoO3 to reduce 
free carrier charge scattering. Additionally, the author also presented theoretical 
verification supporting the observed outcomes.  
4. A high yield liquid phase exfoliation technique in producing few layered MoO3 
(~1.4 to 2.8 nm) was developed by the author based on grinding/sonication 
methods. The author has utilized thin films of 2D MoO3 nanoflakes, as the active 
sensing layer and presented the first demonstration of field effect biosensing 
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platforms based on nanostructured 2D MoO3 films, using bovine serum albumin 
(BSA) as a model protein. Excellent response times (< 10 s) was achieved with a 
sensor detection limit at 250 µg ml
–1
. 
1.3 Thesis organisation 
The main foci of this dissertation are realizing high quality 2D MT&DCs and the 
development of performance enhanced electronic devices based on 2D MoO3. Based 
on the motivation and objectives highlighted by the author, the chapters of this thesis 
are organized as below: 
In Chapter 2, the author presents a comprehensive literature review regarding 2D 
MT&DCs. This chapter describes the fundamental properties of mono- and multi-
layered MT&DCs investigated to date as well as discusses the different techniques 
available for the manipulation of their properties. Furthermore, the author provides a 
detailed outlook on the common synthesis processes, how to identify both mono- and 
multi-layered MT&DCs and applications of 2D MT&DCs reported thus far. 
In Chapter 3, the author covers his work on the facile synthesis of layered hexagonal 
MoS2 and the effect of electrochemical lithium ion intercalation on few layered 
MoS2 via Raman spectral analysis. The author thoroughly characterizes the 
synthesized material, and based on the outcomes and analysis, provides a detailed 
reaction mechanism describing the synthesis procedure.  
In Chapter 4, the author of this thesis presents his work conducted on the 
development of 2D MoO3 based FETs. He describes the synthesis process and 
characterizes the temperature dependant growth morphologies, to define optimal 
conditions for achieving large area layered MoO3 crystals. Furthermore, the author 
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discusses the bandgap tuning and fabrication processes involved in realizing the 
FETs based on 2D MoO3. In addition, the author presents detailed characterization 
and in depth analysis of the FET performance as well as theoretical comparison and 
verification for the observed results. 
In Chapter 5, the author delivers his research work on field effect biosensors based 
on 2D MoO3. In detail, this chapter covers the liquid exfoliation process in realizing 
2D MoO3 nanoflakes as well as the characterization of thin films made from such 
liquid exfoliated nanoflakes.  Furthermore, the author describes the fabrication 
process and presents the sensor performance towards biomolecules using the model 
protein BSA. Based on the results and analysis, the author also provides detailed 
insights into the interactions between the BSA and the active 2D MoO3 sensing 
layer.  
Finally, in Chapter 6, the author presents the concluding remarks and the future 
outlook of the research work presented in this thesis. 
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Chapter 2 
 
Literature review 
2.1 Introduction 
As highlighted in the “motivation” and “objectives” sections in the previous chapter, 
the author chose to conduct a thorough literature review on the fundamental 
properties of molybdenum trioxide and dichalcogenides (MT&DCs), in order to 
make informed choices and to gain necessary knowledge prior the development of 
two dimensional (2D) electronic devices and systems.  
In this chapter, the author of this PhD thesis reviews the wide range of synthesis 
methods available for the development of layered MT&DCs to provide a brief 
account of some of the most efficient processes. Furthermore, the author discusses 
some of the key exfoliation and layer thickness identification techniques, used in 
realizing 2D layers of MT&DCs as these are crucial and time consuming steps prior 
to the development of 2D based devices and systems. Finally, the author presents a 
detailed account of current applications of 2D MT&DCs.  
The author organizes this chapter into four major categories, as follows: fundamental 
properties, methods of synthesis, exfoliation/identification techniques in producing 
2D layers, and applications of 2D MT&DCs. This review is of utmost importance to 
the current knowledge, as it provides collective information on the properties, 
synthesis approaches and applications of MT&DCs as a whole. As such, a majority 
of the material presented in this chapter, was published as an invited feature article in 
the prestigous journal of Advanced Functional Materials.[1] 
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2.2 Properties of mono- and multi- layered MoO3, MoS2, 
MoSe2, and MoTe2  
2.2.1 Crystal structure 
MoO3 : MoO3 is generally found in two major crystal phases: thermodynamically 
stable α-MoO3 and metastable β-MoO3.[2-5] Orthorhombic α-MoO3 possesses the 
much desired layered crystal phase of molybdenum trioxide. It consists of dual layer 
planar crystals of distorted MoO6 octahedra, held together in the vertical [010] 
direction by weak van der Waals forces (Figure 2.1a), while the internal bonds in the 
octahedra are dominated by covalent and ionic bonds.[3, 4] Each of the double layers 
form edge sharing zig-zag rows along the [001] and corner sharing rows along the 
[100] directions, respectively. Lattice constants of α-MoO3 (space group Pbnm) are 
a = 3.962 Å, b = 13.855 Å, and c = 3.699 Å.[4, 5] . β-MoO3 adopts a monoclinic 
three dimensional (3D) structure.[5, 6] Unlike α-MoO3, the MoO6 octahedra that 
forms β-MoO3, shares corners in all three dimensions, establishing a 3D structure 
that is not desirable for forming planar crystals. The β phase is generally observed to 
be transformed into the more stable, layered α-MoO3 phase above 350 °C. [2, 3] 
MoX2 - MoS2, MoSe2 and MoTe2 : Monolayers of MoX2 compounds (X = S, Se, and 
Te) are typically composed of Mo atoms sandwiched between X atoms, organized in 
a 2D hexagonal honeycomb structure. The bulk layered material is comprised of 
vertically stacked monolayers bound together by weak van der Waals forces (Figure 
2.1b). Common polymorphs of MoX2 compounds are hexagonal 2H-MoX2 and 
rhombohedral 3R-MoX2 that are different in vertical stacking alignment.[7, 8] 2H-
MoX2 is composed of monolayers that are vertically stacked in ABAB sequence, 
while 3R-MoX2 is comprised of ABCABC sequence.[8, 9] However, 2H-MoX2 is 
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the naturally occurring and relatively stable polytype observed for MoX2 compounds, 
while 3R-MoX2 is generally transformed into the 2H-MoX2 upon heating.[9] Hence, 
the author considers the dominant and stable 2H-MoX2 polytype in this review. The 
lattice parameters of the layered 2H-MoX2 compounds are presented in Table 2.1. 
 
 
Figure 2.1| Crystal structure of layered (a) α-MoO3 and (b) 2H-MoX2 (blue, red and black 
spheres represent Mo, O, and chalcogen atoms, respectively). Reproduced with permission 
from: (a) [5] Copyright 2010 ACS.  
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Table 2.1| Properties of 2H-MoX2 compounds 
 
  
  MoS2 MoSe2 MoTe2 
Lattice constants (Å) 
[10] 
a  3.160 3.288 3.517 
 c  6.147 6.460 6.981 
 c/a 1.945 1.962 1.984 
Interlayer height (Å) X – M  3.19 3.23 3.63 
van der Waals gap (Å) X – X 3.47 3.75 3.92 
Bandgap energy (eV) 
[11] 
Bulk 1.29 1.1 1.0 
 
Monola
yer 
1.89 1.58 1.23 
Born effective charge 
[12]  
e
*
T 1.1e 2.1e 3.4e 
Raman active modes 
(cm
-1
) [10, 12] 
A1g 409 243 171 
 E
1
2g 383 283 232.4 
 E1g 287 168.8 116.8 
Monolayer relaxed ion 
elastic coefficients [13]
 C11 130 108 80 
 C12 32 25 21 
Poisson ratio ν⊥ 0.34 0.35 0.37 
Monolayer relaxed ion 
piezoelectric coefficient 
(pmV
-1
) 
d11 3.73 4.72 9.13 
Thermal conductivity 
(Wm
-1
K
-1
) 
k 18.06 2.3 2 
Peak Seebeck 
coefficient (μVK-1)[14] 
S -580 -900 -780 
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2.2.2 Electronic structure 
2.2.2.1 Band structure and bandgap tuning  
MoO3: Bulk α-MoO3 is an indirect wide bandgap material (>3 eV), but offers 
bandgap tunability via a range of approaches.[15-17] The most common procedure 
adopted is hydrogen intercalation into the crystal lattice.[15] Other alkali metals such 
as Li, Na, K as well as organic compounds have also been adopted as intercalants to 
manipulate the stoichiometry and band structure.[18-20]  
Sha et al. have reported detailed studies of H atom adsorption into the α-MoO3 
crystal lattice using density functional theory (DFT).[17] They have demonstrated 
that the adsorbed H atoms forms hydrogen molybdenum bronzes (HxMoO3) and the 
bandgap of such structures shift to metallic upon a hydrogen loading of x > 0.25 
(Figures 2.2a and b). Practically, hydrogen adsorption can be induced by the 
breakdown of gas phase H2 onto the MoO3 surface.[15] Through Raman spectral 
studies, it was observed that at saturated levels of H intercalation, the diffused H 
atoms bond with oxygen atoms to form water vapor that leaves oxygen vacancies 
behind.[15] The formation of oxygen vacancies may also reduce the bandgap of 
MoO3, since partially reduced Mo
5+
, Mo
4+
 states in the sub-stoichimetric MoO(3-x) 
lattice give rise to gap states in between the valence and conduction bands.[16] A 
wide range of processes such as thermal treatment, ultra-violet (UV) irradiation and 
photochemical deposition followed by annealing can be adopted in achieving the 
aforementioned structural changes.[16, 21-23] The author’s experimental work on 
the reduction of bandgap will be discussed in Chapter 4 of this thesis. 
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Figure 2.2| Band structure of (a) α-MoO3 and (b) HxMoO3 (x = 0.25 and 0.5) obtained using 
DFT calculations. Reproduced with permission from [17] Copyright 2009 ACS. 
 
MoX2 : In bulk form 2H-MoX2 compounds are indirect bandgap materials with 
bandgap values of <1.3 eV as presented in Table 2.1. A general trend in the 
magnitude of the bandgap energies is observed as a decrease on going from sulphide 
to telluride. However, when the crystal thicknesses are reduced down to one layer, 
the bandgaps widen. Interestingly, they transform from indirect to direct bandgaps in 
this transition.  
Kumar et al. have conducted first principles calculations of the electronic structure of 
both bulk and monolayers of MoX2 compounds, which are presented in 
Figure 2.3.[11] Such calculations generally show that the density states around the 
Fermi level are mainly due to the molybdenum d states.[11] The calculations also 
show a strong hybridization between molybdenum d states and chalcogen p states 
below the Femi level. The calculations also show that the transition of the band 
structure from indirect to direct bandgap, when reducing the slab thickness from bulk 
to monolayer, is due to changes in hybridization.[24] The energy bandgap of the 
monolayers was observed to increase in comparison to those of their bulk 
counterparts. The transition from indirect to direct bandgap has also been 
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experimentally demonstrated via photoluminescence studies of mono- and multi-
layered MoS2, which will be discussed later.[24-26]   
 
Figure 2.3| Band structures of bulk and monolayer MoX2 compounds obtained using DFT 
calculations. Reproduced with permission from [11] Copyright 2012 Springer. 
 
Similar to graphene and MoO3, band structures of multilayered MoX2 can be 
manipulated via various physical and chemical methods. Ramasubramaniam et al. 
have demonstrated through DFT calculations, the tunability of the bandgap in bi-
layered 2H-MoX2 using external perpendicular electric fields (bandgap values 
decrease with increasing electric field).[27] At electric fields above 3 V nm
-1
, the 
structure shifts to become metallic in all MoX2 compounds. The tunability of the 
bandgap by reducing the number of layers, or alternatively the application of external 
electric fields, presents the possibility for a wide range of applications for layered 
MoX2 compounds in the field of optoelectronics. Similar to MoO3, there are also 
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recent reports on the chemical intercalation of MoS2 using ions such as Li
+
 to reduce 
the bandgap.[28]  
2.2.2.2 Electronic properties   
In developing a field effect transistor (FET), several properties of the incorporated 
semiconducting materials are of utmost importance: (a) the bandgap value that 
governs transistor switching, (b) charge density that describes the number of 
available free charges for transconductance, and (c) carrier mobility from which the 
transconduction gain can be obtained. 
The main advantage of 2D MT&DCs over graphene is the presence of natural 
bandgaps, which allow the fabrication of FETs with very low OFF currents. 
Bandgaps in the range of those comparable with silicon (1.1 eV) or slightly less are 
the most desired. As discussed in Section 2.2.2.1, the bulk layered MoX2 structure 
provides such bandgaps. In monolayers of MoX2, even though the bandgap 
increases, it is still within the viable range.  However for MoO3, the bandgap is 
around 3 eV; this could be reduced using methods that were described in Section 
2.2.2.1.  
The magnitude of charge density is also a vital factor for developing FETs. At room 
temperature, many intrinsic semiconductors have relatively low charge densities that 
are not sufficient for generating enough output current in FETs. Doping and 
intercalation procedures are routinely implemented to increase the desired charge 
density. 
For the fabrication of FETs, enhanced charge carrier mobility in the semiconducting 
material is vital. In 2D MT&DCs, the charge carriers are confined within the layer 
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that can potentially offer increased mobility. However, this carrier mobility in the 2D 
materials is also influenced and reduced by various charge scattering effects such as: 
(a) Coulombic, (b) optical phonon, (c) acoustic and (d) surface roughness.[29] 
Coulomb scattering: Coulombic scattering is caused by random charge impurities 
located within or on the surface of the 2D layer. The scattering from these charged 
centers in the electric quantum limit was first formulated by Stern and Howard in late 
1960s.[30] As discussed in Section 2.2.2.1 in MT&DCs, Coulombic charges, such as 
the ionic intercalants, can be used in order control the size of the energy bandgap. 
This increases the charge densities, which is also desirable. However, the process 
also leads to increased Columbic scattering effects, potentially reducing the carrier 
mobility.  
Polar optical phonon scattering: In compound semiconductors, where the bonding is 
partially ionic, a polarization field arises.[29] The polarization field, forced into 
effect by the longitudinal-optical mode, causes a polar-optical interaction with the 
electrons, which scatters them and subsequently decreases their mobility. 
Acoustic phonon scattering: Acoustic phonons operate via the generation of 
deformation potentials, which interact with charge carriers. These phonons produce 
crystal lattice deformations, which in turn produce localized electric potential 
affecting such carriers. 
Surface roughness scattering: The influence of the surface or interface roughness on 
the mobility of 2D electrons has never been precisely assessed since the roughness 
behaviour is never quite clear. For calculations, generally the surface fluctuations are 
assumed to be randomly correlated spatially, with a correlation that follows a 
Gaussian distribution.[31] In this case, two perturbation parameters influence the 
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scattering mechanism: the random fluctuations in thickness and the correlation length 
(or average distance) between two roughness centers. Minimizing these parameters 
with perfect lattice matching between the 2D MT&DCs and their substrates have 
been suggested as possible methods to reduce the roughness scattering effect. 
The carrier mobility in a thin layer is calculated using  in which e is the 
point charge and   is the transport relaxation rate of momentum in the (x, y) plane 
and m
*
 is the effective electron mass. Using the Born approximation, the transport 
relaxation time is calculated as: [29] 
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volume of dxdydz and is the angle between k and vectors. In addition, 
is an important parameter that shows the intensity of scattering and is described as 
the matrix element of the scattering potential. It is a potential function that describes 
the intensity of the scattering effect on free carriers. By correctly estimating the 
scattering potential, the transport relaxation rate and the associated mobility can be 
calculated. The overall carrier mobility can then be obtained using Mattheissen’s 
Rule:[29] 
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where TOTAL

 is the overall mobility and C

, PO

, A

, SR

are the effective carrier 
mobilities limited by Coulombic, polar optical phonon, acoustic phonon and surface 
roughness scattering mechanisms, respectively. 
Generally, Coulombic scattering is the dominant effect in reducing the overall charge 
carrier mobility at room temperature or below, for 2D materials such as graphene or 
MoS2.[32] According to Equation (2.1), to tackle this, an increase in the dielectric 
constant is needed. The increase in the dielectric constant (electrical permittivity) of 
either the surrounding environment or the 2D material reduces the Coulombic effect 
as it confines the electric field generated by the Coulombic charges within smaller 
regions; hence, there is less of an effect on mobile charge carriers  Dielectric constant 
() engineering has proven to be effective in enhancing the charge carrier 
mobility.[32, 33] In the case of MoS2 ( ~ 5), the theoretical carrier mobility is still 
dominated by Coulombic scattering at room temperature, and the mobilities agree 
with the commonly observed experimental values.[32, 34] The author’s work on 
FETs based on a high dielectric material will be presented and further discussed in 
detail with theoretical calculations, in Chapter 4.  
2.2.3 Optical properties 
Many 2D materials offer extraordinary optical properties that may be layer 
dependent. As mentioned previously, for MoX2 the bandgap changes from indirect to 
direct, when the thickness is reduced to only one layer. As such, monolayer MoX2 
exhibits strong fluorescence. The author has already discussed in Section 2.2.2.1, that 
bandgaps are intercalation dependent for both MoO3 and MoX2, as well as layer 
thickness dependent for MoX2, which allows for the development of optical devices 
at various wavelengths. Similar to graphene, the Raman spectra of MT&DCs are also 
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layer dependent, which also show strong changes of vibrational photospectroscopy 
upon intercalation and doping.  
MoO3 : Raman vibration modes and chromism of α-MoO3 are affected by 
intercalating ions. Figures 2.4 shows the Raman spectra of α-MoO3 on various 
substrates, before and after gas phase H
+
 intercalation. For non-intercalated α-MoO3 
(Figures 2.4a), the chain of octahedral MoO6 adjoined at the corners by a double-
coordinated oxygen (Mo–O–Mo) stretching mode is assigned to the dominant 
821 cm
1
 peak. The edge-sharing triple-coordinated oxygen (Mo(3)–O) stretching 
mode is reflected at 666 cm
1
, while the terminal oxygen (Mo–O) stretching mode is 
assigned to the peak at 996 cm
–1
.[35, 36] Peaks in the range of 100 to 500 cm
-1
, 
resulting from various other vibrational modes such as scissoring, twisting and 
bending, can also be observed. A strong coloration caused by the intercalation, was 
observed by Ou et al. [15] The Raman spectra also show that the peaks have 
broadened and intensities have greatly reduced along with the intercalation process 
(Figures 2.4b). It has been suggested that this is due to the large lattice expansion and 
structural distortion related to interlayer H
+
 intercalation.[35] Raman peaks 
corresponding to HxMoO3 and MoO(3-x) were also identified by Ou et al.[15] Peaks 
shifts observed at 1010, 990, 810, 316, 140, and 112 cm
1
 are due to the change in 
the force constants of the bonds related to the presence of HxMoO3.[15, 35] Other 
peaks seen at 718, 436, 407, and 246 cm
1
 can be assigned to various deformation 
modes of Mo and O bonds.[15]  
Chromism in MoO3 is achieved upon intercalation of ions that change the bandgap 
value. By reducing the bandgap, the appearance of MoO3 changes from transparent 
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to Prussian blue. This aspect can be utilized in optical applications, which will be 
described in Section 2.5.2.  
 
Figure 2.4| Raman spectra of the MoO3 deposited on quartz (blue line), fluorine doped tin 
oxide (FTO)  glass (green line), glass (red line), and indium tin oxide (ITO) glass (black line) 
substrates: (a) before H2 exposure and (b) after H2 exposure. Reproduced with permission 
from [15] Copyright 2011 ACS. 
 
MoX2 :  Figure 2.5a illustrates the Raman active modes for all the MoX2 compounds 
(peak value details presented in Table 2.1). The A1g, E1g and E2g correspond to the 
Raman active modes.[10, 12]  Out of those, E2g is a low frequency rigid layer mode, 
which reflects the van der Waals binding forces between planes. By reducing the 
thickness of MoS2 to a monolayer, Raman peak shifts appear in comparison to its 
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bulk counterpart (Figure 2.5b). The shifts are observed in the two major modes of 
MoS2, E
1
2g and A1g. For the E
1
2g mode, the vibrations of both Mo and S atoms are 
limited to the horizontal plane, whereas for the A1g mode, the displacements of S 
atoms are along the vertical plane.[37] For monolayers of MoS2, the Raman peak 
shifts associated with E
1
2g and A1g modes are observed at 387 and 403 cm
–1
, 
respectively.[38, 39] Along with an increase in the number of layers, the frequency 
of the A1g mode is observed to increase, whereas the E
1
2g mode is observed to 
decrease in frequency.[38-40] This indicates stiffening of the A1g mode, which is 
expected with an increase in the number of layers, causing increased van der Waals 
forces, which in turn suppresses the atomic vibrations along the vertical plane.
[38, 39]
 
Above five layers, both vibrational modes seem to converge to their bulk values.
[38-
40]
 Such thickness dependent Raman peak shifts offer an effective method for 
identifying the number of layers (which will be further discussed in Section 2.4.2.).   
Monolayers of MoS2 exhibit a significant increase in photoluminescence (PL) in 
comparison to their bulk structure, owing to the change in band structure from 
indirect to direct bandgap.[24-26] Figure 2.5c illustrates the PL spectra of mono- and 
bi-layer flakes with the inset showing the apparent reduction in quantum yield with 
an increasing number of layers. Figure 2.5d shows the optical images of mono- and 
multi-layer flakes on a silicon substrate and its corresponding PL images. It should 
be noted that the enhanced PL emission from the monolayer is visible and the 
emission from the multilayer is too weak to be observable in the PL image.[26] The 
PL effect can be potentially used in many optical devices and sensing applications as 
will be presented in Section 2.5.7. 
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Figure 2.5| (a) Raman active modes of 2H-MoX2 compounds. Dark shaded circles represent 
Mo atoms and the light circles represent chalcogen atoms. (b) Raman spectra of MoS2: from 
bulk to mono layers. (c) PL spectra of a mono and bilayer MoS2 flake with inset showing the 
variance of quantum yield with increasing number of layers. (d) Optical image of a mono 
and multilayer MoS2 flake in silicon substrate with etched holes of 1 and 1.5 μm in diameter 
and its corresponding PL. Reproduced with permissions from: (a) [10] Copyright 1982 APS; 
(b) [39] Copyright Wiley 2012; (c,d) [24] Copyright 2010 APS.  
 
2.2.4 Mechanical properties 
In addition to all the exciting electronic and optical properties that 2D MT&DCs 
possess, understanding their mechanical properties is also of significant importance 
in the development of flexible mechanical devices and actuators. Bertolazzi et al. 
have demonstrated the strength and elasticity of suspended monolayers of MoS2 to 
be comparable to that of stainless steel.[41] Gomez et al. have shown their ability to 
withstand elastic deformations up to tens of nanometers without breaking.[42] The 
average Young’s modulus of suspended MoS2 nanosheets are observed to be 270-
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330 GPa (in comparison to 180 and 1000 GPa for stainless steel and graphene, 
respectively).[41, 42] These favorable mechanical properties also allow composite 
materials with MoS2 nanosheets acting as reinforcing elements. Additionally, the 
elasticity of MoS2 nanosheets readily exceeds those of flexible polymer thin films 
such as polyimide and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), which are commonly used in 
flexible electronics and microfluidics.[41] Interestingly, MoS2 monolayers show a 
transition in electronic properties from semiconducting to metal in the presence of 
mechanical strain.[43, 44] They change from direct to indirect bandgaps at small 
tensile strain (<2%) and shift into the metallic regime, before reaching the set tensile 
strength.[44] 
MT&DCs can also show modest piezoelectricity in 2D form. From first principles 
studies, Duerloo et al. have reported on the intrinsic piezoelectric nature of 
monolayer MoX2 compounds in contrast to their bulk counterparts.[13] Monolayer 
MoX2 crystals are found to be non-centrosymmetric, whereas the multilayers possess 
a centrosymmetry with an inversion center.[13] The general trend is an increase in 
piezoelectric strength going from sulfide to telluride.  
The elastic stiffness coefficients and the piezoelectric coefficients of MoX2 
compounds are summarized in Table 2.1. Such properties of 2D semiconducting 
materials can be potentially utilized in pressure and acceleration sensing applications 
as well as nanoelectromechanical systems. 
2.2.5 Thermal properties 
Thermal conductivity of layered materials is directionally oriented. It has been 
shown that for MoS2, the thermal conductivity along the plane is 18.06 Wm
-1
K
-1
. 
Interestingly, this thermal conductivity drops to only 4.17 Wm
-1
K
-1
 for the out of 
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plane direction.[45] Obviously, exfoliation and restacking of the layers reduce this 
thermal conductivity as they cause lattice mismatch, which promotes phonon 
scattering.[46] The relatively low thermal conductivity of the exfoliated MoX2 group 
(Table 2.1), make them excellent candidates for thermally insulating solid lubricants. 
The changes in the thermal conductivity of MoS2 and MoSe2 with temperature are 
shown in Figure 2.6a. As can be seen, they all decrease with increasing temperature, 
which can be associated with the lattice vibrations at higher temperatures. 
The variations in the Seebeck coefficients of pristine and exfoliated MoSe2 as a 
function of temperature are shown in Figure 2.6b, for which both show increasing 
trends.[46] Such an increasing trend is commonly seen in all chalcogenide 
compounds. Seebeck values for the MoX2 compounds are summarized in Table 2.1. 
 
Figure 2.6| (a) Thermal conductivities of MoS2 and MoSe2, (b) Seebeck coefficient of 
MoSe2 as a function of temperature. MoS2 (circle), and MoSe2 (rectangle) - Solid symbols 
indicate exfoliated and restacked compounds while open symbols indicate the pristine. 
Reproduced with permission from [46] Copyright 2010 Korea Chemical Society. 
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2.2.6 Magnetic properties 
The magnetic behaviors of MoX2 and MoO3 monolayers have not been 
experimentally studied. However, recent theoretical work by Ma et al. estimated the 
magnetic properties of 2D MDs with and without defects using density functional 
calculations.[47] They looked at cation and anion vacancies, as well as the related 
properties of 2D MDs with adsorbed atoms such as H and F. They demonstrated that 
only the cation vacancies can induce spin-polarization in MoSe2 monolayers. They 
also suggested that the monolayers could potentially show long-range 
antiferromagnetic ordering after H atom adsorption into MoSe2, and MoTe2 and F 
atom adsorption into MoSe2. This area will certainly require future investigations.   
2.3 Synthesis of layered crystals 
Out of a wide range of approaches available to synthesize layered MT&DCs, The 
author has chosen some of the key methods to present here. The author has classified 
them into three major categories, vapor, liquid and solid phase deposition techniques. 
The main foci of such synthetic processes include: increasing the planar area of the 
preferred growth of the layered material, control over the thickness, obtaining perfect 
crystallinity along the planes and possibly high yield. 
2.3.1 Vapor phase deposition  
Vapor phase synthesis methods can be divided into two different categories: (i) 
physical vapor deposition (PVD) and (ii) chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Many 
PVD synthesis techniques such as thermal evaporation, molecular beam epitaxy 
(MBE), van der Waal epitaxy (VDWE), pulsed laser deposition (PLD), electron 
beam evaporation (EBE), radio frequency sputtering (RFS) and direct current 
sputtering (DCS) have been used for the deposition of MT&DCs. However, most of 
these techniques (PLD, EBE, RFS) have been reported to produce MT&DCs in 
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morphologies other than layered (e.g. nano particles, nano rods and nanotubes).[48-
51] This is mainly due the fact that such approaches produce many nucleation sites 
and the resultant film growth is initiated from these sites. MBE and VDWE, at very 
low vacuum and controlled deposition rates, produce ordered layered structures.[52-
54] However, MBE and VDWE have low deposition rates and are generally very 
expensive.  
Amongst the PVD methods, thermal evaporation has so far been the most common 
and desired technique in synthesizing MoO3, due to the ease of control over the 
deposition parameters by regulating the temperature and the carrier gas flow. 
Generally the process of Mo or MoO3 powder sublimation occurs at >750 C and the 
re-deposition takes place at locations with the base temperatures of <600 C in the 
presence of carrier gases such as argon or oxygen.[4, 36, 55] Various morphologies 
and crystal phases are observed in the base temperature range of 400–600 °C, and the 
much desired large area layered crystals are obtained at around 550 °C (Figures 2.7a 
and b). Due to the relatively higher sublimation (1100 C) and lower oxidizing 
temperatures, synthesis of MoX2 compounds via thermal evaporation has been 
generally disregarded. There are reports on forming layered MoX2 compounds under 
temperature controlled evaporation using stoichiometric amounts of the elements in 
powder form.[56, 57] However, such approaches could be considered inefficient, 
since the reactions typically occur at very high temperatures in evacuated tubes, over 
several days.[57] 
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Figure 2.7| Magnified scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of α-MoO3 (a) nanobelts 
and (b) large area layers acquired via thermal evaporation technique. (c) High resolution 
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) image of the crystals seen on (b). (Inset: 
selective area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern and magnified HRTEM indicating the 
lattice spacings of atomically thin α-MoO3. (d) HRTEM image of MoS2 monolayer. (e) 
Enlarged HRTEM image of the marked area in (d), with an inset showing the SAED pattern.  
Reproduced with permissions from: (a) [36] Copyright 2009 Elsevier; (b,c) [4] Copyright 
2009 RSC; (d,e) [58] Copyright 2012 Wiley. 
 
Carbonyl precursor assisted low temperature CVD has been demonstrated in the 
synthesis of α-MoO3.[59] Additionally, chemical transport reactions followed by 
post annealing have been reported to produce α-MoO3 thin films.[60] These 
techniques have been mainly adopted in the production of large area MoO3 thin films 
for chromogenic applications such as smart windows.[60] CVD methods also offer 
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excellent alternatives to thermal evaporation in synthesizing layered MoX2 
compounds. Evaporation of Mo and annealing under hydrogen disulfide (H2S) has 
been reported to produce atomically thin MoS2.[61] However, the resultant growth 
has been observed to produce nano-clusters.  Direct sulphurization of evaporated 
Mo,[62] or α-MoO3 powder,[58] could be considered as the simplest CVD approach 
for synthesizing layered MoS2, as it also assists in forming the preferred layered 
structure. The author’s work on the facile synthesis of layered MoS2 employing a 
temperature assisted co-evaporation technique, will be discussed in Chapter 3. The 
experimental setup depicting the simultaneous evaporation techniques for MoO3 
nano-powder, along with the respective chalcogen is illustrated in Figure 2.8a. In 
another approach, the initial MoO3 precursor was first evaporated onto wafers in 
nano-meter thicknesses, reduced using H2 gas and then sulphurized.[63] Figure 2.7d 
and e present HRTEM images of a  monolayer MoS2 sheet obtained from the 
aforementioned methods, indicating the horizontal lattice spacing.[58] 
Diskus et al. have demonstrated the synthesis of layered α-MoO3 thin films using 
commercial molybdenum hexacarbonoyl (Mo(CO)6) as a precursor, via an ALD 
technique.[64] The thickness of the deposition on the substrates has been controlled 
through the number of deposition cycles at a particular temperature. The as-deposited 
samples were then annealed at 600 °C to obtain highly crystalline α-MoO3. The 
synthesis of layered MoX2 compounds through ALD has yet to be explored.  
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Figure 2.8| Illustration of the most simple and commonly adopted techniques, in producing 
2D materials. (a) Experimental setup illustrating the VPD technique: thermal evaporation of 
MoO3 powder to produce layered α-MoO3 and co-evaporation of MoO3 and elemental 
chalcogen to produce layered 2H-MoX2. (b) Liquid phase approaches in producing layered 
MT&DCs (electro-deposition, dip-coating and hydrothermal) (c) Various liquid phase 
exfoliation routes adopted in producing 2D materials. Illustration of (d) mechanical 
exfoliation and (e) laser assisted sublimation approaches utilized in producing 2D systems. 
Reproduced with permission from: (c) [65] Copyright 2011 Wiley.  
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2.3.2 Liquid phase deposition 
Liquid phase techniques include various methods such as electrodeposition, 
hydrothermal, and sol gel. In such methods, the ionic precursors containing Mo and 
oxygen or chalcogens are used. Upon applying suitable energy (electrical, heat or 
chemical), the target interactions occur and the layered MT&DCs form. 
Synthesis of layered crystalline α-MoO3 through electrodeposition of a sodium 
molybdate (Na2MoO4) solution followed by annealing has been reported (Figure 
2.8b).[3] Deposition has been carried out under set pH (acidic) conditions at room 
temperature. The as-deposited samples were then annealed at 300 °C in ambient air 
to attain layered form crystalline α-MoO3. Other reports include synthesis via 
alternate electrolytes and voltammetry conditions.[66, 67] 
Synthesis of α-MoO3 has been hydrothermally conducted using various solutions 
containing chemical such as H2O2, polyethylene glycol and ammonium 
heptamolybdate.[68-71] Among the MDs, layered MoS2 has been reported to be 
synthesized via hydrazine-assisted low temperature hydrothermal reactions between 
Na2MoO4 and Na2S2O3.[72] Similarly, layered MoSe2 has been produced by using 
Na2SeSO3 as the Se source. Later Peng et al. demonstrated the relatively large area 
synthesis of MoS2 and MoSe2 by adopting hydrothermal reactions between 
ammonium molybdate and elemental S and Se, respectively.[73] Other reports by 
Matte et al. have also included hydrothermal synthesis of MoS2 (MoO3, KSCN as 
precursors) and MoSe2 (MoO3, Se as precursors).[74, 75]  
Sol–gel processing is a versatile technique for synthesizing MT&DCs. Prasad et al. 
have reported obtaining α-MoO3 thin films via sol–gel processing, using 0.1 M 
molybdenum isopropoxide in n-butanol as the precursors in a nitrogen atmosphere 
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(to avoid reaction with oxygen).[76] The thin films were prepared via ultrasonic 
agitation, and spin-coating followed by low temperature annealing.  
Wet chemical approaches in producing monolayers of MoS2 via low temperature 
thermal decomposition of a single source precursor containing both Mo metal and S 
have also been demonstrated.[77-79] In a wet chemical approach, ammonium 
tetramolybdate ((NH4)2MoS4) has been stirred in oleylamine and allowed to 
decompose at elevated temperatures.[77] After cooling down, 2D MoS2 nanosheets 
were obtained in suspension.   
2.3.3 Solid-state reactions 
There are also alternative methods that have the potential to be further studied. 
Bonneau et al. reported on the production of layered MoS2 and MoSe2 through rapid 
solid-state reactions between molybdenum chlorides and alkali metal 
chalcogenides.[57] These vigorous reactions were observed to generate crystals 
instantaneously and the layered materials were simply separated by washing the end 
product. Such a process has not been used for directly forming exfoliated layers as of 
yet.  
2.4 Exfoliation and identification of layers 
After synthesizing layered MT&DCs using the aforementioned methods, they can be 
readily exfoliated into their 2D planar forms. This section focuses on such exfoliation 
approaches and additionally on the procedures that are involved in identifying the 
exfoliated planes and determining the number of layers. 
2.4.1 Exfoliation mechanisms  
This section covers the primary approaches employed in the exfoliation processes of 
layered MT&DCs. Two broadly applied procedures include mechanical and liquid 
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phase exfoliation. In addition, a recently reported method via exposure to laser 
beams will also be discussed. 
2.4.1.1 Mechanical exfoliation 
Mechanical exfoliation is a simple technique that has become the most widespread 
process adopted for achieving monolayers since the discovery of graphene.[32, 80] It 
involves the application of a mechanical force, e.g. using adhesive tape, to exfoliate 
the bulk materials into mono- as well as multi-layered flakes (Figure 2.8d). This 
process exploits the weakly bonded nature of the layers between the planes. Its main 
limitation is that it cannot be implemented on a large scale. Successfully achieving 
atomically thin layers of α-MoO3 via the application of mechanical exfoliation has 
been demonstrated.[4] Many of the interesting properties and applications reported 
for monolayered MoS2 have also been achieved through mechanical exfoliation.[26, 
32] Mechanical exfoliation can be considered to be the most effective technique in 
establishing proof-of-concept studies, as it produces high quality intrinsic 2D 
materials. However, for large scale fabrication of 2D devices, other options should be 
explored. 
2.4.1.2 Liquid exfoliation 
Liquid phase intercalation/exfoliation approaches have been explored since the early 
1970’s.[81, 82] Such techniques involve introducing guest species in-between the 
gaps of the host layered materials and then separating them using various ways 
(Figure 2.8c). One of the common intercalants used is lithium (Li).[25, 74, 75, 83, 
84] Here, the layered materials are immersed into n-butyl lithium for a particular 
duration to allow consistent intercalation of Li. Water is then added to the lithiated 
material, where the intercalated Li vigorously reacts with water, producing lithium 
hydroxide and hydrogen gas, and separating the monolayers.[74, 75] The 
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disadvantage of this approach is that sometimes the intercalation process takes 
several days. Zhang et al. have demonstrated an electrochemical alternative that is 
faster and, at the same time, offers control over the degree of the lithiation (Figure 
2.8c).[65] The intercalation process is controlled by monitoring the galvanostatic 
discharge in the setup.  
Re-aggregation after removing ions can be considered as one of the major 
disadvantages faced in intercalation-based exfoliation techniques.[85, 86]  However, 
Eda et al. have reported the restoration of exfoliated monolayers back to their 
pristine semiconducting state by mild annealing above 300 °C.[25] Coleman et al. 
have recently demonstrated exfoliation of layered materials in organic solvents and 
with aqueous surfactant solutions.[86-88] Here, the layered materials were sonicated 
in a range of solvents and then centrifuged. The separated supernatant from the 
centrifuged dispersion was then filtered to obtain exfoliated layers. Furthermore Yao 
et al. have demonstrated low energy ball milling followed by sonication in the 
production of large area 2D sheets.[89] Although the quality and the degree of 
exfoliation in such solvent-based approaches are not high, they can provide large 
area thin films.[86] 
2.4.1.3 Laser thinning 
Steele et al. have reported a novel method for obtaining monolayers of MoS2 using 
laser exposure.[90] This process depends on the sublimation of MoS2, triggered by 
heating. In layered materials such as MoS2, the van der Waals gap plays a very weak 
role in dissipating the laser induced heat, hence, sublimating only the top layers in a 
multi-layered flake is possible (Figure 2.8e).  Interestingly, the perfect contact 
between the monolayers and the substrate provides a conduction path to dissipate the 
heat through the substrate, leaving the bottom monolayer intact (refer to Figures 2.9a 
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and b for optical images).[90] Utilizing this method, the authors have also 
demonstrated the fabrication of monolayers in arbitrary shapes, with the smallest 
feature size reaching approximately 200 nm.[90] Such a technique can potentially be 
adopted for the large-scale fabrication of electronic devices based on 2D materials. 
 
Figure 2.9| (a) Optical microscopy image of a multilayered MoS2 flake exfoliated onto a 
SiO2/Si substrate. (b) Same as in (a) after laser scanning in the area marked by the dashed 
rectangle in (a). Raman peak frequency map of (c) E
1
2g mode and (d) A1g mode of a multi 
layered MoS2 flake. (e) Monochromic red channel optical microscope image of a few layer 
MoS2 and (f) its corresponding Raman peak frequency mapping for comparison. Reproduced 
with permissions from: (a-b) [90] Copyright 2012 ACS; (c-d) [39], (e-f)  [91] Copyright 
2012 Wiley.  
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2.4.2 Identifying monolayers 
Following exfoliation, identifying the number of layers in the 2D MT&DCs is a 
crucial step. Simple techniques for identifying monolayers are required to increase 
efficiency of the process. Mechanical procedures such as scanning probe microscopy 
(SPM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) have already been established in 
identifying such thin layers.[80, 91] They have a resolution of <0.02 nm that can be 
readily used for measuring step changes as small as 0.6 nm, which are on par with 
the fundamental thicknesses of MT&DC monolayers.  
As discussed in Section 2.2.3, Raman spectroscopy is an excellent tool for 
identifying the layer dependent bond vibrational distinctions caused by lattice 
structural variations. The ability to map the wavenumber of the thickness dependent 
Raman vibration mode (E
1
2g), offers a method to accurately identify the number of 
MoX2 layers. Interestingly, the A1g mode is also dependent on the number of layers. 
Figures 2.9c and d illustrate the wavenumber map of E
1
2g and A1g modes of a multi-
layer MoS2 flake.[39] Note that the E
1
2g map provides much greater clarity compared 
to the A1g map, in distinguishing between the number of layers (compare Figure 2.5b 
inset: Optical microscopic image of the corresponding flake).[39] Raman micro-
spectroscopy could be highly useful in identifying the number of layers in small area 
flakes with a spatial dimension that can be as small as 250 nm.  
Optical microscopy is the most commonly adopted technique for identifying the 
number of layers of large area coverage. In general, the material is exfoliated onto 
silica on silicon (SiO2/Si) substrates with a specific SiO2 thickness (270 to 300 nm). 
Different layer thicknesses are then identified by comparing the optical color contrast 
to previously benchmarked thicknesses.[91] However, in certain cases the optical 
contrast between monolayer, bilayers and tri-layers tend to be ambiguous. Zhang et 
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al. have reported an easier solution utilizing optical microscopy in combination with 
image analysis software (Image J).[91] Here, optical microscope images of 
multilayered flakes are obtained, and the color image is then split into three 
monochromic red (R), green (G), and blue (B) channels. Figures 2.9e and f show an 
R-channel image of a multilayer large area MoS2 flake and the  corresponding 
Raman frequency mapping. The intensity difference between the MoS2 layers and 
the substrate was observed to be increasing with the number of layers.[91] 
2.5 Applications of MT&DCs 
2.5.1 Lubricants  
The lamellar crystal structure seen in naturally occurring compounds such as micas 
and graphite are desirable for lubrication applications. Similarly, layered MoX2 and 
MoO3 are excellent candidates due to their lamellar structure and the weak attraction 
between the planes, which are governed by van der Waals forces. Hence, any small 
shear force applied along these planes can slide layers on top of each other.[92-94] 
The drawbacks of MoX2 and MoO3 based lubricants are that they are sensitive to 
environmental factors (humidity and oxygen) and their hardness is relatively lower 
than competing lubricants.[92, 95] Generally doping of such compounds reduces 
their sensitivity to the environment, and enhances their load bearing capacity and 
wear resistance.[96] In general, MoX2 compounds are excellent lubricants in vacuum 
or non-oxidizing environments. 
MoX2 compounds are generally used either as an additive in liquid media[97] or as a 
solid lubricant coating.[92, 98] Sputtered MoS2 and MoSe2 on various metal 
substrates have been reported to show excellent performance as solid lubricants with 
better stability than MoTe2.[92, 98] Recently Martin et al.[99] have demonstrated 
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superlubricity with coefficients of friction on the order of 10
3
, which is attributed to 
the interlayer Coulombic repulsive interactions in the lattice.[93, 94] Oxidizing 
behavior of MoX2 compounds in lubricant applications has been reported to degrade 
the lubrication properties at temperatures exceeding 500 °C,[92]  possibly due to the 
formation of non-layered crystal structures.  
2.5.2 Electrochromic systems  
Layered MoO3 electrochromic (EC) based systems, such as smart windows and 
optical displays, have been studied for more than three decades.[100-102] In these 
systems, the optical transparancy of MoO3 can be switched reversibly and 
persistently in the presence of an electrolyte containing positive ions such as H
+
, Li
+
 
and Na
+
 by applying low voltages vs. a reference electrode. As described in Section 
2.2.3, the origin of the variation of the optical properties in MoO3 is ascribed to the 
valence state transition of MoO3 from 6+ (transparent) to 5+ (Prussian blue) upon 
positive ion intercalation.  
Although 2D structure facilitates the spill-over of positive ions along the planes, 
which enhances the ion intercalation kinetics, such an advantage is offset by the 
smaller surface area in comparison with those of nanoporous surfaces. Ideally, the 
most efficient system can be made of layered films with planes normal to the surface 
of the electrodes, which is a challenging task to construct. To date, the best 
coloration efficiency obtained by MoO3 nanostructures is only up to 46.2 cm
2
C
-1
, 
which is only one-third of the best of those made from WO3 nanoporous structures 
(141.5 cm
2
C
-1
).[103] Composite MoO3–WO3 thin films with coloration efficiencies 
up to 120 cm
2
C
-1
, with high transmittance and good cyclic stability, have also been 
reported.[59] On the other hand, MoX2 are generally not considered as 
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electrochromic materials as their valence states are stable at 4+, which are almost 
impossible to be reduced to +3 in order to induce coloration. 
2.5.3 Electronic devices  
As presented in Section 2.2.2.2, both 2D MoX2 and MoO3 have been favorite 
candidates in the fabrication of electronic components, especially FETs. As 
discussed earlier, the ease of manipulation of the electronic properties through ionic 
doping and other approaches, reasonable charge carrier mobility due to quantum 
confinement and the possibility of making both Schottky and ohmic contacts in the 
vicinity of metals make 2D MT&DCs favorable for the electronic’s industry.  
One of the first reports on 2D MoS2 is Novoselov et al. work on measuring room 
temperature carrier mobilities on the order of 0.5 to 3 cm
2
V
-1
s
-1
.[104] More recently, 
Radisavljevic et al. demonstrated enhanced charge carrier mobility reaching values 
as large as ~220 cm
2
V
-1
s
-1
 for monolayered MoS2, comparable to the values achieved 
in doped silicon thin films and graphene nanoribbons.[32] The use of a 30 nm thick 
HfO2 layer as a high-κ dielectric top gate (Figure 2.10a and b) was the reason for 
such an increase as was comprehensively discussed in Section 2.2.2.  The field effect 
characteristics of this monolayered MoS2 transistor, obtained at different gate 
voltages are shown in Figures 2.10c and d. Remarkable drain-source current ION/IOFF 
ratios of 10
6
 and 10
8
 for bias voltages of 10 mV and 500 mV, and OFF-state currents 
smaller than 100 fA indicate the high performance of the device. Such monolayer 
transistors connected in series have been further developed into simple logic 
operators, signal amplifiers and even more complicated integrated circuits such as 
static random access memory (SRAM) and five-stage ring oscillators.[105-107] 
Furthermore, substrate and gate dielectric engineering have also been proven to 
result in significant enhancement of carrier mobilities in multilayer MoS2.[34, 108] 
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The main issue with MoX2 based FETs is the intrinsic theoretical limitation of the 
carrier mobility in such materials that remains under 500 cm
2
V
-1
s
-1
; this still cannot 
quite rival that of silicon.[32, 34] However in a recent report, Das et al. have shown 
that eliminating the contact resistance effects through a novel selection of 
source/drain contacts can result in dramatic enhancement in carrier mobilities 
(700 cm
2
V
-1
s
-1
) in thin layers of MoS2.[109]  
 
Figure 2.10| (a) 3D Schematic illustration and (b) optical microscope images of a monolayer 
MoS2 FET. (c) The room temperature transfer characteristics of the FET, with inset showing 
drain-source current (IDS) vs. drain-source voltage (VDS) curves for Back gate voltage (VGS) 
values 0, 1, and 5 V. (d) The IDS – VTG curves recorded for a bias voltage ranging from 10 to 
500 mV, showing ON/OFF ratios > 10
6
. Reproduced with permissions from [32]  Copyright 
2011 NPG. 
 
FETs incorporating ultrathin MoSe2 layer, with mobilities of 50 cm
2
V
–1
s
–1
 and 
ON/OFF ratios > 10
6
 have been recently realized.[110] In addition to FET structures, 
Spah et al. have reported heterojunction diodes achieved through van der Waals 
epitaxial growth of a n-MoSe2 on other p-type transition metal chalcogenidess 
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(WSe2).[111] These structures have proven to be effective in diode applications since 
they present excellent lattice matching.  
α-MoO3 can be established as a real alternative in surpassing the charge carrier 
mobility values of silicon, due to an intrinsic high-, which provides a natural 
environment that reduces the Coloumb scattering. The author’s work on 2D α-MoO3 
based FETs will be presented in Chapter 4. In addition, potassium intercalated 
(KxMoO3) single nanowire based ultra-sensitive phototransistors, with ION/IOFF ratios 
up to 10
4
 for a broad spectral range, have also been recently demonstrated.[112]  
Another new application of MoS2 has recently appeared in valleytronics, which 
involves channeling charge carriers into and out of valleys of set momentums.[113, 
114] The crystal structure of MoS2 creates two momentum valleys that are not 
symmetric. By using polarized light, it is possible to nudge carriers preferentially 
into one valley state or another.  Due to their fast response, such interactions can be 
used in super high rate electronic and optical switches. 
The relative abundance of MT&DCs in nature, their high stability, and the ease of 
property manipulations, render 2D MT&DCs one of the most promising building 
blocks for future electronic systems. 
2.5.4 Battery electrodes  
The electrochemical properties of layered MoX2 structures as electrodes for lithium 
ion batteries (LIB) have also been of growing research interest. Once again the 
lamellar structure of MoX2 aids in alkali ion insertion in between the inter-layer and 
intra-layer spaces of these crystals. Obviously, the large inter-planar space in an 
MoX2 lattice would be favorable to fast lithium intercalation and high lithium storage 
capacity.[115] 2D MoS2 obtained from exfoliation and restacking,[115, 116] as well 
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as solvothermal synthesis routes have been reported as electrodes for LIBs.[117] One 
of the major issues faced in the use of intrinsic layered MoX2 in LIBs is the lack of 
cycling stability and rate capability limitations due to their proneness to very 
compact aggregation after repetitive cycles as well as the formation of gel-like 
polymeric layers due to electrochemically driven electrolyte degradation.[118-120] 
Such an issue can be suppressed via forming composites of 2D MoX2 with other 
materials.[118] Recently Chang et al. have demonstrated high reversible capacities 
and cycling stability in MoS2/carbon-based (amorphous carbon and graphene) 
hydrothermally developed composites with uniformly dispersed 2D MoS2.[119] 
Mono- and multi-layered MoS2/graphene composites were reported to have specific 
capacities as high as 1100 mAhg
-1
 as well as excellent cycling stability.[118, 121, 
122] MoS2/reduced graphene oxide and mesoporous carbon composites have also 
been established as battery electrodes.[120, 123] Furthermore there are also reports 
on the application of MoS2 electrodes in Mg ion batteries.[124, 125]  In addition to 
MoS2, other 2D MoX2 compounds have also been used in LIBs. Morales et al. have 
successfully demonstrated the use of polycrystalline 2H-MoSe2 as a cathode material 
in both lithium and sodium cells.[126] 
The application of α-MoO3 as a LIB electrode dates back to early 1970’s. Its 
popularity has mainly been due to its lamellar structure and facile formation of 
intercalated states. [127, 128]  Detailed explanations on the structural evolution and 
intercalation of MoO3 crystal lattice are discussed in Section 2.2.3 and also found 
elsewhere.[128-130] Similar to MoX2 compounds, intrinsic α-MoO3 is outperformed 
by composite electrodes and ion doped MoO3 structures. Mai et al. reported 
electroactivity of α-MoO3 nanobelts after lithiation, which showed superior 
performance in comparison to pristine α-MoO3 nanobelts. Excellent cycling 
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capabilities with capacity retention rate of 92% were observed in lithiated nanobelts, 
whereas the pristine samples only exhibited up to a 60% retention rate.[131] Reports 
of α-MoO3 composite electrodes with various binders show their excellent 
electrochemical properties, while bio derived sodium alginate has emerged as the 
best performing binder with stable specific capacity of approximately 800 
mAhg
−1
.[132] Further studies have shown carbon and graphite coated α-MoO3 
composites exhibit the highest achieved electrochemical performance so far.[133, 
134] Tang et al. have demonstrated α-MoO3 composites electrode based 
rechargeable LIBs with excellent retention rates and energy densities potentially 
suitable for large power systems.[135, 136] 
2.5.5 Catalysts  
Layered MT&DCs have been widely used in catalysis in their pristine forms as well 
as doped and composite forms.[137-139] MoS2 nanostructures have been commonly 
used as catalysts in catalytic reactions such as hydrodesulphurization (HDS) and 
more recently for hydrogen evolution reactions (HERs).[140, 141] The catalytic 
activity is generally attributed to the unsaturated sites at the particle edge surfaces, 
parallel to the hexagonal axis of lamellar MoS2 structures.[142],[143-145] For HERs, 
a systematic investigation of surface sites on MoS2 nanoparticles of Au (111) have 
revealed that hydrogen evolution correlates linearly with the number of edge site on 
the MoS2 catalyst.[141] Hence, the key factors for optimization of the HER activity 
in MoS2 are increasing the catalytic activity of the active sites, enhancing the number 
of active sites (MoS2 layer edges, therefore the applications of structures such as 
nanoribbons are advised) and increasing the electrical contact to the active sites 
(which is provided by the planar routes for electrons within the 2D structure). The 
integration of layered MoX2 with the morphologically compatible graphene has also 
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shown promise in increasing the catalytic activity.  Li et al. have demonstrated that 
few layered MoS2 structures synthesized on graphene sheets show enhanced 
electrocatalytic activity in HERs which has been attributed to the abundance of 
exposed MoS2 edges on graphene and their excellent electrical coupling.[146] 
Additionally, exfoliated MoSe2 has also been established as an electro-catalyst in 
Pt/MoOx/MoSe2 electrode structures.[147] 
MoO3 has been widely adopted as a catalyst in dehydrogenation of gaseous organic 
compounds. Monolayer molybdenum oxide on alumina (MoO3/Al2O3) has been 
reported to be a good catalyst in the dehydrogenation of cyclohexene and 
pyridine.[148] Increased catalysis by alkali contributors in similar MoO3/TiO2 
systems for dehydrogenation of propene has also been demonstrated.[149] Solid state 
catalysis based on MoO3 has been reported to be a viable option for industrial scale 
formaldehyde production through the oxidation of gaseous methanol.[150] In 
addition, HDS catalysis and selective catalytic reduction based on MoO3/Al2O3 and 
MoO3/TiO2 have been demonstrated.[151, 152] Other reports include supported 
MoO3 on metal oxides such as SiO2, TiO2, ZrO2, and Nb2O5 adopted for various 
catalytic applications.[153-156] 
MoX2 and MoO3 have also been incorporated as photocatalysts. The bandgap of 
MoO3 is slightly larger than its more stable rivals such as WO3 (~2.7 eV).[6] As a 
result, despite showing promise, in its intrinsic form MoO3 cannot surpass the 
performance of WO3.  Interestingly, using intercalation, the bandgap of MoO3 can be 
reduced to cover a wide range of the visible and infra-red spectrum. Yet, much 
research needs to be conducted to obtain stable intercalated MoO3 or WO3 for such 
applications. Amongst MoX2, MoS2 has been increasingly studied in photocatalytic 
applications.  The MoS2 band position is slightly more positive than that for 
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HER.[157] As such, MoS2 is a possible candidate for HER, if only the conduction 
band can be pushed to slightly more negative values. This means that MoS2 would 
only evolve hydrogen if quantum confinement is introduced.[158] 
2.5.6 Optical devices  
Layered MoX2 are possible candidates for developing different types of optical 
devices, including solar cells based on photoelectrochemical (PEC), junction and 
organic technologies, semiconducting optical devices such as photo- and light 
emitting diodes.  
MoX2 are used in PEC solar cells, due to their inherent resistive nature to photo-
corrosion and energy bandgaps comparable to that of silicon that covers a large solar 
spectrum.[159, 160] A good example is the work by Pathak et al. who developed 
MoSe2 based PEC cells by dipping the semiconductor electrodes in an ionic 
electrolyte forming a Schottky interface around which the photo generated electrons 
are harvested. The efficiency of such PEC solar cells is still much lower than ideal. 
The best electrode structures are those consisting of large surface areas with paths of 
minimum charge carrier scattering to increase the efficiency. Obviously, the best 
candidates will be vertically oriented planes of MoX2, which are still challenging to 
create. 
MoS2 has also been incorporated as counter electrode catalysts in dye-sensitized 
solar cells (DSSCs). Significant conversion efficiencies of up to 7.59% have been 
observed similar to that of DSSCs with Pt counter electrodes.[161] Composite 
structures such as MoS2–carbon/carbon nanotubes, MoS2–graphene nanosheets have 
also been established as Pt-free counter electrode in DSSCs.[162-165] Relatively 
higher conversion efficiencies achieved in such structures (up to 7.69%), favoring the 
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usage of low-cost MoS2–carbon hybrid structures as Pt-free counter electrodes in 
DSSCs.[165] 
MoSe2 also plays an essential role in increasing the efficiency of Cu(In,Ga)Se2 
(CIGS) based thin film solar cells with Mo (or possibly ITO - indium tin oxide) as 
the back electrode.[166-169] CIGS photovoltaic devices are favorable because of 
their high absorption coefficient reaching 19.9%.[166] It is suggested that 
Mo/MoSe2/CIGS quasi-ohmic with the interface layer of MoSe2,[166] has an 
increased conversion efficiency in comparison to Mo (or ITO)/MoSe2/CIGS due to 
both reduced recombination and ohmic contact resistance, owing to the interface 
MoSe2 layer.[167-169]  
 MoO3 has been extensively used in organic photovoltaics (OPVs) and organic light 
emitting diodes (OLEDs).[170] The MoO3 nano-thin interfacial films are commonly 
used as hole injection/extraction,[171] and charge generation/recombination 
layers.[170, 172-174] MoO3/organic interfaces offer effective hole current to electron 
current conversion. MoO3 has an electronic structure that is compatible to those of 
many organic semiconductors, it has low optical absorption in the visible spectrum 
(bandgap ~ 3 eV) and a high work function.[170, 175] Furthermore, the stability of 
MoO3 offers protection for organic coatings from dissolving during further 
processing.[170, 173] Recent comprehensive reviews on the mechanisms and usage 
of MoO3 in OPVs are found elsewhere.[170] 
2.5.7 Sensors  
2D MT&DCs offer great potential for the development of highly sensitive and low 
cost sensors. This includes optical, gas, bio, electrochemical and electromechanical 
sensors. The tunability of the bandgap allows for the fabrication of photodiodes and 
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phototransistors that are engineered to almost any desired wavelengths in the UV, 
visible and IR regions. FETs based on 2D MoS2 have been demonstrated as 
phototransistors.[176, 177] Voltage transfer curves and dynamic responses of such 
phototransistors are presented in Figure 2.11. Single-layer MoS2 is tuned to the 
energy bandgap of 1.8 eV, while the bandgap of double- and triple-layered MoS2 is 
reduced to 1.65 and 1.35 eV, respectively.  
 
Figure 2.11| Schematic 3D view of monolayer MoS2 phototransistor, with thick Al2O3 (50 
nm) dielectric, and ITO topgate under monochromatic light. Respective photocurrent 
dynamics of (a) mono-, (b) bi-, and (c) tri-layer MoS2 transistors under monochromatic red 
and green lights. (d) Dark and photo induced VTC curves of a photo-inverter composed of 
serially connected resistor and bilayer MoS2 transistor (see the inset for the circuit). (e) 
Voltage dynamics of the resistive type photo-inverter under monochromatic red and green 
lights. Reproduced with permission from [176] Copyright 2012 ACS. 
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Sensors based on 2D MT&DCs offer great possibilities for developing highly 
sensitive, semiconductive, gas detection systems. Their remarkable sensitivity is 
based on the fact that the 2D layers are very sensitive to embedded Coloumbic 
charges. It is well-known that gas and vapor molecules can reduce or oxidize 
MT&DCs; hence, this results in both a change of carrier charge mobility (according 
to Equation (2.1)) and carrier concentration. These, in turn, change the conductivity 
of each layer, which can be readily measured. This effect can also be used in the 
development of sensitive electrochemical transducers. The Born approximation 
equation also suggests that the 2D films will be extremely sensitive to the materials 
that are adsorbed onto their surfaces and generate roughness changes. Biomaterials 
such as proteins, when adsorbed onto the surface of the 2D layers, change both the 
surface roughness and the permittivity, therefore causing changes in the electronic 
properties of each layer. Along these lines, it has been shown that 2D MT&DC based 
sensors are highly sensitive to toxic gases and pollutants, as well as various chemical 
and biological agents.[178, 179] Zang et al. have demonstrated the applicability of 
single and multilayered MoS2 FETs as room temperature highly sensitive (detection 
limit of 0.8 ppm) NO gas sensors.[179] More recently, they have also developed 
flexible gas sensor arrays for detecting NO2, based on MoS2 thin film transistors with 
reduced graphene oxide electrodes.[178] Highly selective chemical vapor sensing 
properties towards organic compounds have also been reported in monolayered 
MoS2.[180] Furthermore, the addition of well-known catalysts such as Pt or Au onto 
the surface of the 2D layer increases the sensitivity. Electrochemically reduced 
monolayer MoS2 nanosheets with good conductivity, superior electron transfer rates 
and high electrochemical activity have been successfully used for detecting glucose 
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and biomolecules.[181] In addition, they have also demonstrated selectivity towards 
dopamine in the presence of ascorbic acid and uric acid. 
α-MoO3 has been extensively studied in gas sensing applications, having noticeable 
surface sensitivity to both reducing and oxidizing gases at elevated operating 
temperatures. Its sensing activity originates from chemisorbed gas species and 
changes in either intercalation or degree of stoichiometry. α-MoO3 thin films have 
been demonstrated to be highly sensitive towards various gas species including CO, 
H2 NO, NO2, and NH3 at the operating temperature range of 200–300 °C.[55, 182, 
183] However, above this temperature range, operation is not viable for sensing 
applications due to the low sublimation point of MoO3.[182] Surface acoustic wave 
(SAW) gas sensors incorporating MoO3 nano-platelet layers have shown excellent 
room-temperature sensitivity for methanol detection.[184] It has also been 
established as a H2 sensor, as α-MoO3 shows excellent gasochromic 
characteristics.[185, 186] In addition, doped and composite α-MoO3 structures have 
also been demonstrated to detect H2S, NO2, O3, and volatile organic compounds such 
as methanol and ethanol. [187-191]  
As described in previous sections, electric field and mechanical stress can also 
change the electronic structure and vibrational modes of low dimensional MT&DCs. 
The full incorporation of such properties into the development of sensors and 
actuators has yet to be fully explored. The authors’ work on 2D  α-MoO3 based field 
effect biosensors will be presented in Chapter 5. 
2.5.8 Superconductivity  
Low temperature superconductivity in MT&DCs has been studied since the 
1970’s.[192] The easily tunable band structure and the lamellar layered nature of 
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these crystals have established them as potentially viable for applications in 
superconductivity. As discussed earlier, layered MDs’ band structures can be easily 
manipulated from semiconductor to metallic by various methods and such a 
transition at low temperatures was observed to induce superconductivity. In early 
studies Woolam et al. reported that various alkali metal intercalated MoS2 
compounds exhibit  superconductivity at temperatures around 7 K.[192] They 
suggested that the materials with the largest ionic intercalant diameters and 
hexagonal crystal structures have the highest critical temperatures and critical fields 
in comparison to smaller intercalants. Further studies based on potassium (K) and 
rubidium (Rb) intercalated MoS2 have also revealed superconducting behaviour at 
temperatures ranging from 8 – 12 K.[193, 194] This behaviour is attributed to the 
transfer of electrons from the intercalant to the unfilled d band of the MoS2 
structure.[194]  More recently, Taniguchi et al. have demonstrated electric field 
induced superconductivity in MoS2 structures (at 9.4 K).[195] Additionally, MoO3 
has been adopted as a composite additive in the cuprate superconductor YBa2Cu3Oy 
to enhance its semiconducting temperatures.[196, 197] The possibilities of higher 
temperature-higher field superconductors via other intercalants in MT&DCs have yet 
to be explored. 
2.4 Summary 
In this chapter the author presented the fundamental properties of mono- and multi-
layered MT&DCs. The author also discussed in detail, the layer dependent nature of 
some of these properties. The author then analyzed the range of available synthetic 
approaches in producing layered MT&DCs. Furthermore, the author presented the 
techniques adopted in exfoliating and identifying 2D MT&DCs as well as discussed 
their advantages over one another. Finally the author also presented a collective 
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review on the applications of both 2D and bulk MT&DCs. A major portion of the 
content of this chapter was published as an invited feature article in the journal of 
Advanced Functional Materials.[1]  
Based on the analysis of the fundamental properties, the author made informed 
choices in the following: 
(a) Synthesizing and incorporating 2D MoS2 for the investigation of its 
intercalation properties (lithium ion intercalation as the focus of this thesis) 
that had not been demonstrated before at the time when this PhD project 
started.  From the available knowledge on the synthesis approaches, the 
author chose to develop a simple and efficient thermal evaporation technique 
for the production of layered MoS2 which will be presented in Chapter 3 
(b) Using α-MoO3 as the core material for the development of 2D electronic 
devices, due to its high dielectric nature and easily tunable electronic 
properties, to develop 2D based electronic devices and sensors. FETs were 
fabricated using mechanically exfoliated 2D α-MoO3 sheets and electron 
beam nanolithography. Additionally, the review on the exfoliation techniques 
provided the author with the necessary information to formulate a high yield 
liquid phase process for the exfoliation of layered α-MoO3. Biosensors were 
developed and tested based on such liquid phase exfoliated 2D materials. The 
author’s achievements on 2D α-MoO3 based devices and systems will be 
presented in Chapters 4 and 5.  
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Chapter 3 
 
Synthesis and exfoliation of layered MoS2 
3.1 Introduction 
In realizing 2D MoS2 based devices for electronics and optical applications, the large 
scale synthesis of layered MoS2 is crucial. In the previous chapter it was shown that 
some of the few known gas phase methods of layered MoS2 synthesis are thermal 
decomposition of ammonium thiomolybdate precursors,[1] and chemical reactions 
between sulphur and molybdenum based compounds.[2, 3] However, these methods 
require highly controlled parameters (pressure, temperature, etc.), and also consist 
complex chemical experimental apparatus (three zone furnace, autoclave setups, 
etc.).[2, 4, 5] Some other methods involve hazardous materials such as hydrogen 
sulphide (H2S) and carbon disulphide (CS2) and are also conducted over a long 
period of time,[1, 2]  rendering them unfavourable for applications in electronic and 
optical device fabrication industries. Hence, the necessity emerges for a simpler 
alternative for the synthesis of MoS2. 
This chapter describes a facile method for the synthesis of layered 2H-MoS2, 
employing a simultaneous co-evaporation of MoO3 nanopowder along with excess 
sulphur. The author develops this synthesis approach by conducting a co-evaporation 
process at various annealing temperatures and for different durations. The author 
characterizes the resultant thin films using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 
micro- Raman spectroscopy, and X-ray diffraction (XRD) in order to prove the high 
quality nature of the as obtained crystals and to determine the reaction mechanisms. 
Based on the results and characterizations the author defines the synthesis process. 
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Furthermore, the author applies mechanical exfoliation to the as obtained crystals so 
as to gain atomically thin MoS2 nanoflakes. The author then conducts lithium ion 
exposures studies on such layers to demonstrate effects of Li
+
 exposure, in 
comparison to multi layered MoS2, for the purpose of tuning the electronic and 
optical properties. The contents of this chapter were published as a full article in the 
journal Nanoscale.[6] 
3.2 Experimental  
3.2.1 Chemical vapour deposition of layered MoS2 
Thermal evaporation technique was applied in a horizontal furnace incorporating a 
quartz tube (Figure 3.1). MoO3 powder weighing 50 mg (99% purity, China Rare 
Material Company) was placed on a quartz substrate, which was then positioned in 
the centre of the tube. Sulphur powder (99% purity, Sigma-Aldrich) was placed 
upstream relative to the gas flow direction, 20 cm from the MoO3 powder. Quartz 
substrates were placed downstream for the MoS2 deposition.  
The deposition process was conducted by co-evaporating sulphur powder and MoO3 
nano-particles simultaneously in an argon environment at a flow rate of 200 sccm. 
Further annealing was conducted in a sulphur rich environment to enhance the 
presence of MoS2. Initially, the centre of the quartz tube was offset from the centre of 
the furnace and was heated at a rate of 20 °C min
–1
 (Figure 3.1a). As soon as the 
centre of the furnace reached 750 °C the quartz tube was pushed in (Figure 3.1b), 
placing the centre of the tube at the centre of the furnace. This procedure allows the 
MoO3 and the sulphur to evaporate at the same time. Afterwards, the setup was held 
at the set temperature for the experimented annealing duration. The thermal 
evaporation process was carried out at different temperatures and durations in order 
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to determine the optimal experimental conditions for layered MoS2 growth. Three 
annealing conditions that define the reaction progress are presented: (a) 775 °C for 
60 min, (b) 830 °C for 60 min and (c) 830 °C for 180 min. At the end of the process, 
the temperature was ramped down at 20 °C min
-1
 until room temperature was 
reached.  
 
Figure 3.1| Experimental setup: (a) initially at room temperature, the centre of the tube is 
offset from the centre of the furnace and (b) at 750 °C, the tube is pushed inside the furnace 
aligning the centre of the 45 tube with the centre of the furnace. Legend: (1) MoO3 nano 
powder, (2) sulphur powder, (3) horizontal furnace, (4) quartz substrates for MoS2 growth 
and (5) quartz tube.  
3.2.2 Exfoliation and liquid phase Li+ intercalation 
In order to obtain thin layered MoS2, adhesive tape was used on the deposited film to 
mechanically exfoliate the flakes [7-9] and transfer them onto silica on silicon 
(SiO2/Si) substrates. For electrochemical ion intercalation, saturated lithium chloride 
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(LiCl) solution was prepared at room temperature. Mechanically exfoliated MoS2 
flakes were transferred onto a conductive substrate (tungsten 25 nm on SiO2/Si 
substrates) and Raman spectra were acquired for selected flakes. Platinum (Pt) foil 
was utilized as the anode and the conductive substrate containing the flakes as the 
cathode. Both the anode and cathode were completely submerged into the LiCl 
solution. A voltage of 4 V DC, for a duration of 4 min, was applied, allowing enough 
time for the intercalation process. The flakes were then located and Raman spectra 
were acquired to determine the effect of Li
+
 exposure. 
3.2.3 Equipment and characterization tools 
The as-grown MoS2 thin films were characterized using SEM, XRD and Raman 
spectroscopy. SEM micrographs were acquired using a FEI Nova Nanoscope and the 
XRD diffractograms were obtained using a Bruker D8 microdiffractometer equipped 
with a general area detector diffraction system (GADDS). Data were collected at 
room temperature using a copper source with a potential of 40 kV and a current of 
40 mA. The Raman measurements were performed over an accumulation time of 
10 s for 3 accumulations using an Ocean Optics QE6500 spectrometer equipped with 
a 532 nm, 40 mW laser source and an Olympus microscope with a 20× objective. 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) on the exfoliated MoS2 nano flakes was carried out 
on a Veeco Dimension Icon scanning probe microscope. Raman measurements on 
such exfoliated flakes were conducted over an accumulation time of 120 s for 
2 accumulations using a Jobin Yvon Horiba TRIAX 320 spectrometer equipped with 
a 532 nm, 0.7 mW laser source and a Leica microscope with a 50× objective. 
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3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Characterization of the as grown MoS2 crystals and the 
proposed reaction mechanism  
Micrographs of the as-deposited MoS2 thin films (Figure 3.2) reveal the effect of the 
temperature and annealing duration on surface morphology. Figure 3.2a shows the 
film obtained by annealing at 775 °C for 60 min. The film does not have a well-
defined structure. The magnified view of the surfaces and the blunt edges of these 
crystals indicates the possibility of rather amorphous growth achieved at lower 
temperatures. The increase in the temperature (830 °C) for the same annealing 
duration seems to have shifted the crystal growth towards layered structures. 
Figure 3.2b illustrates these smooth surfaces and refined edges of the morphology 
acquired at 830 °C. Figure 3.2c provides a view of the general surface morphology of 
the deposition achieved by further increasing the annealing duration to 180 min at 
830 °C. The surface proves to be a collection of randomly stacked micro-platelets. 
These layered platelets seem to have average side lengths of a few micrometres. Well 
defined flakes with sharp edges and smooth layered surfaces have been produced, as 
shown in Figure 3.2d. The typical thicknesses of these structures have been observed 
to be around 30 nm or less (Figure 3.2e). Raman spectroscopy was carried out to 
analyse the bond symmetry in the deposited thin films.  
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Figure 3.2| Scanning electron micrographs of the MoS2 deposition on quartz substrates 
obtained by thermal evaporation and annealed at: (a) 775 °C for 60 min, (b) 830 °C for 
60 min, and (c–e) 830 °C for 180 min.  
 
In all three cases, Raman peaks corresponding to MoS2 were observed (Figure 3.3). 
The vibration of Mo–S bond ( ) along the base plane was observed at 381 cm–1 
and vibration of sulphur along the vertical ( ) axis was observed at 406 cm
–1
.[5, 
10] For the thin film obtained at 775 °C for 60 min, broad MoS2 peaks were 
observed (Figure 3.3a). As the annealing temperature was increased to 830 °C for the 
same annealing duration, the spectra reveal a reduction in MoO2 peak intensity 
1
2gE
1gA
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(Figure 3.3b) in comparison with the samples acquired at lower temperatures. By 
increasing the annealing duration from 60 min to 180 min, well-defined narrow 
peaks were observed at 830 °C (Figure 3.3c). Also observed were weak peaks 
corresponding to MoO2. Based on these observations, for temperatures less than 
775 °C, the deposited film was nano-crystalline and as the temperature increased to 
830 °C a more crystalline MoS2 growth was obtained. As the annealing duration was 
further increased to 180 min, the observed narrow Raman peaks indicate the presence 
of highly ordered layered structures. Raman spectroscopy results concur with the 
surface morphologies observed in the SEM micrographs (Figure 3.2). 
 
Figure 3.3| Raman spectra of MoS2 deposition on quartz substrates: (a) annealed at 775 °C 
for 60 min, (b) annealed at 830 °C for 60 min, and (c) annealed at 830 °C for 180 min (peaks 
correspond to [*] MoS2 and [¤] MoO2. 
 
XRD was used to study the crystal structure of the deposited thin films (Figure 3.4). 
The XRD pattern of the as-deposited samples annealed at 775 °C for 60 min 
(Figure 3.4a) reflects the dominant peak at 2θ of 26.08° corresponding to the (011) 
plane of MoO2 (ICDD Card no: 76-1807). Secondary peaks at 37.4°, 53.3°, and 53.6° 
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corresponding to MoO2 were also observed. Peaks corresponding to MoS2 could be 
barely resolved. When the temperature was increased to 830 °C, however for smaller 
annealing duration, the dominant peak was observed at 37.4° corresponding to the 
(002) plane of MoO2 (Figure 3.4b). This time the peak reflecting the (002) plane of 
layered hexagonal MoS2 at 14.4° (ICDD Card no: 77-1716) was also observed. The 
MoS2 peaks appeared in intensities significantly larger than the deposition achieved 
in the lower temperature case. In addition, a peak corresponding to the (001) plane of 
MoO2 was observed at 18.4° indicating better crystallinity in comparison with the 
film obtained at 775 °C. For the sample annealed at 830 °C for 180 min, the intensity 
of the (002) MoO2 peak was significantly lower, with the (002) MoS2 peak emerging 
as the dominant peak indicating the larger presence of ordered MoS2 (Figure 3.4c). 
This spectrum shows the dominant presence of well-stacked, highly crystalline 2H-
MoS2. The peaks at 32.7°, 33.5°, and 58.3° correspond to (100), (101), and (110) 
planes of 2H-MoS2, respectively. In this case, intensities of all MoO2 peaks have 
significantly reduced in contrast to the MoS2 peaks, indicating that the film has 
dominantly transformed into MoS2. Peaks corresponding to MoO3 were observed in 
the case of the higher temperature process. It is believed that at this temperature 
sulphur replaces oxygen in MoO2 to form MoS2.  
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Figure 3.4| XRD patterns of MoS2 deposition on quartz substrates: (a) annealed at 775 °C 
for 60 min, (b) annealed at 830 °C for 60 min, and (c) annealed at 830 °C for 180 min (peaks 
correspond to [*] MoS2, [¤] MoO2 and [×] MoO3). The results display the progress of MoS2 
formation from MoO2 in correspondence with temperature and time.  
 
Based on the collective observation, it is apparent that at lower synthesis 
temperatures, the concentration of MoS2 in the films is significantly lower than 
MoO2. At the increased temperatures of 830 °C, a combination of crystalline MoS2 
and MoO2 deposition is obtained. With the increase of annealing duration at 830 °C, 
the presence of MoO2 is significantly reduced and dominant MoS2 growth is 
achieved. From these experiments, it can be concluded that the reaction occurs in two 
phases: phase one involves sulphur vapour reducing MoO3 to MoO2 and in the 
second phase the excess sulphur reacts with MoO2 and produces MoS2. At the lower 
temperatures of 775 °C, MoO3 has been reduced to MoO2 as the evaporated sulphur 
interacts with oxygen atoms of MoO3 to produce SO2, which is extracted as a 
gaseous by-product. At the higher temperature of 830 °C a mixture of MoS2 and 
MoO3 is obtained as the sulphur replaces the oxygen in MoO2. This leads to the 
decrease in the percentage of gaseous sulphur which makes the annealing atmosphere 
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less of a reduction environment. The replaced oxygen ions at higher temperatures 
along with the lack of sulphur allow a fraction of MoO2 to re-oxidize back to MoO3. 
Similar interactions have been reported by Ressler et al. in a study of the formation 
of sub Mo oxides from MoO3 in a reducing (H2) environment.[11] Based on these 
conclusions the reaction mechanisms can be expressed by the following equations 
which also provides an overview of the composition of the end-product in relation to 
the initial ratio of reactants.  
 (3.1) 
 (3.2) 
 (3.3) 
 
3.3.2 Analysis of mechanically exfoliated, few layered crystals 
Mechanical exfoliation was conducted on the samples evaporated at 830 °C and 
annealed for 180 min, which was dominantly MoS2. Atomic force microscopy was 
used to determine the thickness and the presence of a layered structure in the 
exfoliated flakes. The thickness analysis through atomic force microscopy reveals 
flakes with typical thicknesses ranging from 5 to 50 nm. The atomic force 
microscopy results (Figure 3.5) also concur that the exfoliated flakes are indeed 
layered. Figure 3.5a illustrates a random MoS2 flake mainly consisting of four 
fundamental atomic layers. Cross-sectional profiling also shows that some parts of 
the flake consists of several more layers that are stacked on its surface. A step of 
~0.65 nm can be clearly resolved in Figure 3.5a, which corresponds to the 
fundamental thickness of a single atomic layer of MoS2.[9] Additionally, a MoS2 
flake consisting of approximately seven layers can be seen in Figure 3.5b. 
223 SO 2MoO   S   MoO          :C 775At 
222 SO MoS   3S MoO          :C 830At 
322 2MoO MoS   2S 3MoO                         
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Interestingly, surface bulges and folds can be recognized in the image. This indicates 
that a few layers of MoS2 can be flexible enough to be bent without breaking, similar 
to graphene sheets.[12] 
 
Figure 3.5| AFM scans of two different MoS2 flakes exfoliated on SiO2/Si substrates and 
their corresponding cross-sectional thicknesses: (a) flake consisting of clearly resolved single 
step on its surface and (b) a large flake made of 7 layers showing a slightly folded structure.  
 
Micro-Raman spectroscopy was employed for characterizing the exfoliated flakes 
(Figure 3.6) as it has been proven to be an excellent tool for assessing 2D materials, 
which are obtained via the exfoliation method.[8, 13] Raman spectra of randomly 
exfoliated flakes of different thicknesses were obtained in order to determine their 
composition. Spectra of the exfoliated flakes with thicknesses reducing from 50 to 5 
nm are presented in Figure 3.6a–d. The obtained spectra reveal vibration modes for 
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the flakes identical to the as-deposited MoS2 films with no MoO2 contamination with 
reducing thickness. This suggests that the top surface of the synthesized films is 
dominantly MoS2 and the observed MoO2 contribution in the X-ray diffractograms is 
mainly from the bottom of the films. The strong peak at 521 cm
–1
 and the other weak 
features around 300 and 900-1000 cm
–1
 in the spectra correspond to the silica on the 
silicon substrate, and is verified by a background spectral measurement 
(Figure 3.6e). 
 
Figure 3.6| Raman spectra of (a–d) exfoliated MoS2 flakes with thickness reducing from (a) 
to (d) in a range of 50 nm to 5 nm and (e) background substrate SiO2/Si. 
 
3.3.3 Effect of Li+ intercalation exposure via Raman spectral 
analysis 
Raman spectroscopy was used to characterize the effect of lithium ion (Li
+
) exposure 
for two exfoliated flakes of different thicknesses. Figure 3.7 shows the Raman 
spectrum acquired before and after Li
+
 exposure of two randomly targeted flakes. 
Lee et al. reported the shift of Raman peaks for  and  at a level of few atomic 
layers[14] in comparison with the bulk material due to softening of the bond 
1
2gE 1gA
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vibrations caused by reduced van der Waals forces. This can be observed in 
Figure 3.7: the spectra in Figure 3.7a (flake thickness ~10 nm) and in Figure 3.7b 
(flake thickness > 20 nm) both show a shift in  and   modes before the 
intercalation with respect to the bulk material. For both flakes, after the Li
+
 exposure 
the peak shift was observed to the right indicating an increase in vibration frequency 
in both  and   modes, with respect to the initial Raman spectra. Figure 3.7c 
illustrates the lattice expansion and an increase in van der Waal’s forces due to the 
interstitial occupation by Li
+
. The peak shift observed in the Raman spectra is related 
to the strain introduced in the lattice and the effect of increased van der Waal’s forces 
suppressing the vibrations of Mo–S bonds. However as observed, the shift is 
significantly larger for the thinner flake. This is mainly due to a better efficiency for 
the intercalation of the Li
+
, when the number of layers is reduced. In addition, a 
significant reduction in the intensity of the Raman spectrum can also be observed for 
the thin flake. This is in agreement with the report by Julien et al., who also observed 
similar reductions for bulk MoS2,[15] which they ascribed to the mild Li
+
 
intercalation forming Li0.1MoS2.  
1
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Figure 3.7| Raman spectra acquired before and after Li
+
 intercalation of two different MoS2 
flakes: (a) thickness ~10 nm and (b) thickness > 20 nm. [*] represents the MoS2 peak 
locations corresponding to the as-deposited thin films. (c) Schematic illustration of Li
+
 
intercalation in MoS2 crystal lattice. 
 
3.4 Summary 
In this chapter, the author demonstrated the successful synthesis of layered 2H-MoS2 
through a facile chemical vapour deposition technique. This method of synthesis 
produces layered MoS2 which is slightly oxidized. However, the obtained material 
was perfectly layered, which allowed facile mechanical exfoliation. This work is also 
cost effective, and is the first demonstration of an alternative to current industrial 
synthesis approaches that can be conducted in a relatively non-hazardous process. 
The author also presented detailed characterization of the as deposited MoS2 thin 
films and chemical reaction mechanisms describing the synthesis process. 
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Additionally, this process offers ease of control over the deposition, since the 
reaction temperature and duration determine the degree of conversion of the original 
MoO3 powder into a thermally evaporated MoS2 film. This method uses 
temperatures less than 830 °C which is much less than the temperature, required for 
the direct thermal evaporation of MoS2 powder (1350 °C). Additionally this 
approach does not produce hazardous gasses and also does not require complex 
experimental setups. Overall, this method of synthesis produces high purity layered 
MoS2, considered to be cost and time efficient, as well as it is the first demonstration 
of a simple alternative for most of the synthesis approaches. The author also 
presented detailed characterization of the as deposited MoS2 thin films and chemical 
reaction mechanisms describing the synthesis process. 
By the application of the mechanical exfoliation technique on the as deposited MoS2, 
the author was able to atomically thin layers of MoS2 with the steps of ~0.65 nm 
corresponding to the fundamental thickness of the material. Such atomically thin 
layers can be utilized in the fabrication of a wide range of 2D electronic devices. In 
addition the author also investigated the effect of Li
+
 intercalation in a few layered 
MoS2 in comparison to its bulk counterpart. The author successfully demonstrated 
the better efficiency of Li
+
 intercalation on 2D layers, in contrast to the bulk material. 
Understanding such aspects is crucial in tuning the electronic properties and 
developing 2D MoS2 based devices. 
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Chapter 4 
 
FETs based on 2D α-MoO3 
4.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 1 the author described the prospects of two dimensional (2D) materials 
for electronics applications. Such prospects emerge due to free charges in 2D 
materials having quantized energy levels in one spatial dimension, while they are 
mobile in the other two.[1, 2] Graphene proves to be excellent as a 2D material with 
ultra-high carrier mobility but it’s considered disadvantageous in transistor 
applications as it is not a semiconductor. Hence 2D semiconductors appear to be a 
better alternative to graphene in electronics applications. In Chapter 2 the author 
highlighted the achievements in employing 2D semiconductors such as MoS2 in 
electronic applications. However, carrier mobilities achieved in such 2D MoS2 
structures, still fall short of silicon based transistors, due to their intrinsic low 
dielectric nature limiting their performance. Based on the literature review, the 
author of this thesis proposed 2D α-MoO3 as an alternative due to its high dielectric 
nature enabling its maximum potential. In addition, easily the tunable electronic 
properties of α-MoO3 also offer flexibility in the development of electronic and 
optoelectronic devices. 
In this chapter, the author presents the first demonstration of 2D α-MoO3 based field 
effect transistors (FETs). The author of this thesis employs micromechanical 
exfoliation of α-MoO3, in realizing 2D layers. Here, he uses a combination of photo 
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and electron beam lithography techniques to form electrodes and fabricate FETs. The 
author then partially reduces the 2D α-MoO3 layers, in order to decrease the bandgap 
values to be suitable for FET operations. To better understand the bandgap tunability 
of α-MoO3, the author demonstrates three different approaches that lead to similar 
structural changes, which result in reduced bandgaps. The author also presents the 
successful demonstration of the transistor performance and extensive 
characterization of the FETs. Finally, in collaboration with his colleagues from 
Monash University, the author provides theoretical verification supporting the 
performances, band structural changes and charge injection in such 2D α-MoO3 
FETs. The content presented in this chapter was published in the prestigious peer 
reviewed journal of Advanced Materials.[3] 
4.2 Experimental  
4.2.1 α-MoO3
 synthesis via thermal evaporation 
Thermal evaporation of MoO3 powder was conducted in a horizontal furnace 
incorporating a quartz tube.[4] Argon was used as the carrier gas at a constant rate of 
250 sccm. 25 mg of MoO3 powder (99% purity, China Rare Material Company) was 
placed in the centre of the quartz tube. 9.0×12.5 mm
2
 quartz substrates were placed 
along the downstream to acquire the as-deposited α-MoO3 thin films. The centre of 
the quartz tube was heated to 775 C at a rate of 5 C min–1 and held at that 
temperature for 45 min, which provides a temperature gradient for the crystal growth 
in various morphologies. At the end process, the temperature was ramped down at 
the same rate of 5 C min–1 till it reached room temperature. Temperature profile 
inside the tube was established prior to the experiment, to determine the growth 
temperature along the downstream direction of the tube.  
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4.2.2 Bandgap tuning via liquid/gas phase H+ intercalation 
The liquid phase H
+
 intercalation was carried out on MoO3 flakes on conductive 
substrates (25nm Au/Ti on SiO2/Si), according to the setup described in Figure 4.1. 
Platinum electrode was used as an anode and mechanically exfoliated thin layers of 
MoO3 on gold was used as the cathode. The intercalation process was controlled by 
the exposure time at a fixed voltage (100 mV) in a mildly acidic electrolyte 
(0.01 M H2SO4). At slightly increased concentrations of up to 0.1 M H2SO4, the 
process could also be conducted with zero bias voltage. Raman spectral 
measurements were carried out every 20 s during the intercalation process.  
 
Figure 4.1| Experimental setup describing the liquid phase H
+
 intercalation process. 
 
Catalyzed hydrogen spillover-induced, gas phase H
+
 intercalation was performed on 
2 nm Pd/Au coated large area MoO3 crystal in 3% H2 (97% N2) at room temperature. 
Bandgap calculations were performed based on the absorbance spectral data acquired 
every 10 min of the H2 gas exposure. The effect of gas phase H
+
 on α-MoO3 was 
characterized using X-ray photo-emission spectroscopy (XPS), Raman analysis, 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD).  
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4.2.3 FET fabrication 
Mechanical exfoliation was conducted on the as grown α-MoO3 crystals using 
adhesive tape and transferred to SiO2/Si substrates.[4] The thicknesses of the 
exfoliated layers were identified using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and 
atomic force microscopy (AFM). FETs were fabricated by depositing platinum 
electrodes using electron beam lithography (FEI Nova Nano SEM equipped with a 
gas injection system). Gold/titanium contact electrodes for electrical access were 
defined by a combination of photolithography (AZ 5214E photoresist) and electron 
beam evaporation techniques. 
4.2.4 Measurement and characterization tools 
The as-grown MoO3 thin films were characterized using SEM, XRD and Raman 
spectroscopy. SEM micrographs were acquired using a FEI Nova Nanoscope and the 
XRD diffractograms were obtained using a Bruker D8 microdiffractometer equipped 
with a general area detector diffraction system (GADDS). Data were collected at 
room temperature using a copper source with a potential of 40 kV and a current of 
40 mA. TEM images were acquired using a Titan G2 FEI on cross-sectional 
specimens. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and AFM imaging were 
conducted on a Bruker MultiMode 8 AFM. The STM and AFM measurements were 
performed by the PhD candidate with the assistance from researchers at CSIRO, 
Materials Division. 
The Raman measurements on the as deposited thin films were performed using an 
Ocean Optics QE6500 spectrometer equipped with a 532 nm, 40 mW laser source 
and an Olympus microscope with a 20× objective.  
Micro Raman analysis of the exfoliated/intercalated α-MoO3 flakes were conducted 
using a Renishaw InVia system at 633 nm, 5 mW laser power and a Leica 
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microscope with a 50× objective. A Thermo K-alpha spectrometer system was 
employed in the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis of the intercalated 
MoO3 flake surfaces. UV/Vis absorbance spectroscopy was conducted using an 
Ocean Optics HR4000 spectrophotometer equipped with a Micropack DH-2000 UV-
VIS-NIR source. Current–voltage characteristics of the FETs were investigated using 
a Keithley 2602 source system equiped with micro-manipulator probes 
The spin-polarized Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations were performed 
using the Vienna Ab-initio Simulations Package (VASP).[5] Generalized gradient 
approximation of the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof form was employed to describe the 
electron exchange and correlation.[6] Core and valance electrons were treated using 
the projector-augmented wave potentials supplied with VASP,[7] while for Mo, 
semicore p-states were also treated as valance states. Grimme’s DFT-D2 correction 
was used as implemented in VASP to accurately describe weak van der Waals 
interactions between individual α-MoO3 layers.[8] Both bulk and multilayered 
structures with one hydrogenated layer were first optimized in order to compute the 
density of electronic states projected at each atomic site. 
4.3 Results and discussion 
4.3.1 Characterization of the as grown α-MoO3
 crystals  
The crystal growth was observed in the temperature range of 350 to 560 C. The 
SEM micrographs reveal a wide range of morphologies due to the variation the 
growth temperature (Figure 4.2). At 560 C the growth was observed to be highly 
ordered crystalline sheets of MoO3, with lengths larger than 100 μm (Figure 4.2a and 
b). As the temperature decreased to 520 C along the tube, the feature size of the 
growth seems to have reduced (Figure 4.2c and d), while still retaining layered 
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structures. At 460 C a change in the morphology can be observed as seen in 
Figure 4.2e and f: this time combinational growth of layered sheets and hexagonal 
platelets are observed at these temperatures. In all cases, both the feature size and 
thickness appear to have reduced with the decrease in growth temperature. At 350 C 
a mixture of hexagonal and rectangular platelet growth were obtained (Figure 4.2g 
and h). However, from the SEM micrographs, well-defined layered structures were 
not identifiable anymore and the density of the grown materials on the substrate was 
significantly decreased, as can be observed in Figure 4.2h.   
 
Figure 4.2| SEM images of MoO3 crystal morphologies on quartz substrates at temperatures 
of: (a-b) 560 C, (c-d) 520 C, (e-f) 460 C, and (g-h) 350 C. Inset indicates the magnified 
images of the layered crystals. 
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The Raman spectra of the MoO3 growth obtained at different deposition temperatures 
are presented in Figure 4.3. The sharpness of the observed Raman peaks indicates 
that the crystalline structure is highly ordered. The Raman shift peaks are closely 
matched with those of α-MoO3 in previous literature.[4, 9] The Raman peak intensity 
was observed to have slightly reduced along with the decrease in temperature. It is 
observed that the crystallites formed at higher deposition temperatures provide more 
orderly structures, while relative deviation from the perfect crystallinity by 
decreasing temperature resulted in the loss of contrast in the Raman spectra. The 
dominant peaks corresponding to the corner sharing oxygen (Mo–O–Mo) stretching 
mode, edge sharing triply coordinated oxygen (Mo(3)–O) stretching mode and the 
terminal oxygen (Mo–O) stretching mode were observed at 821, 666 and 996 cm–1 
respectively. Peaks in the range of 100 to 500 cm
–1
 (160, 198, 284, 336, 376, and 
472 cm
1
), resulting from various other vibration modes such, were also observed in 
all cases in agreement with the literature.[4, 9] 
 
Figure 4.3| Raman spectra of as-deposited MoO3 thin films at temperatures of (a) 560 °C, 
(b) 520 C, (c) 460 C, and (d) 350 °C on quartz substrates. The spectra indicate the presence 
of α-MoO3 growth at all temperatures.  
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XRD diffractograms acquired for the samples are illustrated in Figure 4.4.  The 
XRD patterns of the samples obtained at 560 C, 520 C and 460 C reveal peaks at 
25.8 and 39.0  which corresponds to (040) and (060) planes of α-MoO3 (ICDD 
Card No. 35-0609) indicating the growth of vertically stacked layered crystals.[4] 
They also show peaks at 23.4 corresponding to (110) plane of β-MoO3,[10] in 
insignificant intensities, which prove that at these temperatures dominant growth of 
α-MoO3 was achieved. The peaks in the XRD spectra reflect the highly ordered 
crystalline growth attained at these temperatures in agreement with the SEM 
micrographs which depicted layered crystals. However, the crystal growth obtained 
at 350 C shows also strong peaks of (040), (060), and (110) along with a weaker 
peak of (200) corresponding to β-MoO3,[10] indicating that at 350
 C a 
combinational growth of both α-MoO3 and β-MoO3 has been achieved.   
 
Figure 4.4| X-ray diffractograms of as-deposited MoO3 on quartz substrates at a 
temperatures of (a) 560 °C, (b) 520 C, (c) 460 C, and (d) 350 °C. The films exhibited 
identical α-MoO3 growth above 460 C, whereas below 460 C a combination of both α- and 
β-MoO3 was observed. 
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4.3.2 Band gap reduction in α-MoO3 
MoO3, in its intrinsic form, has a wide bandgap (>3 eV) resulting in low carrier 
concentration, which is not suitable for electronic devices.[11] The author of this 
thesis extensively investigated the reduction process of α-MoO3 flakes to gain perfect 
control of the Coulomb charge incorporation process so as to reduce the bandgap. 
Flakes of stratified α-MoO3 were obtained through the mechanical exfoliation of as 
synthesized, large area α-MoO3 planar crystals (Figures 4.2a and b).  
First, the author studied the intercalation in these layers via their exposure to H
+
 ions 
in a liquid media. Here, the author used a mildly acidic electrolyte and 
electrochemical setup to inject H
+
 ions into the van der Waals gaps of the α-MoO3 
flakes (see section 4.2.2 for experimental details). Optical images of an α-MoO3 
flake (Figure 4.5a) show the progress of the liquid phase H
+
 intercalation with time, 
generating a change of appearance from transparent to Prussian blue. Raman spectra 
of the same flake reveal the evolution of the MoO(3–x) from the α-MoO3 
(Figure 4.5b), based on the fact that the sharp peak of MoO3 at 820 cm
–1
 gradually 
disappeared, and a broad peak at ~780 cm
–1
 emerged instead. The Raman peak shift 
at 780 cm
–1
 is a strong indication for the presence and strength of sub-stoichiometric 
crystal formation.[12]  
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Figure 4.5| Optical micrographs showing the evolution of MoO(3–x) from a thin MoO3 
flake, with duration of H
+
 intercalation. (b) Micro-Raman spectra corresponding to optical 
images in (a). 
 
Similar intercalation behavior was also observed upon catalyzed exposure to H2 gas, 
as H2 readily breaks onto the MoO3 surface to form H
+
 ions and they further 
intercalate into the crystal lattice. Raman spectrum acquired after exposure to H2 gas 
(Figure 4.6), shows similar peaks to those of after liquid phase intercalation. In 
addition, hydrated MoO3 peaks that were seen in the case of liquid phase 
intercalation were not observed.  As such, the H2 gas exposure procedure has an 
advantage as HyMoO3 readily loses H2O to ambient, producing the desired sub-
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stoichiometry MoO(3–x).[12] The electronic behavior of HyMoO3 and MoO(3–x) are 
similar as they both have the same number of Coulomb charges.  
 
Figure 4.6| Raman spectra of a MoO3 flake coated with a 2 nm thick Pd-Au layer before and 
after H2 gas exposure. Initial Raman spectrum has been scaled down for comparison. 
 
TEM, STM and XRD analyses were conducted in order to determine any changes in 
the crystal lattice due to H
+
 intercalation. The high resolution TEM (HRTEM) 
images in Figure 4.7a show parallel lattice fringes of α-MoO3 with spacings of 
0.39 nm, which is in agreement with the STM image of an exfoliated flake 
(Figure 4.7b). As seen in Figure 4.7c, HRTEM images show that the lattice spacing 
of an intercalated MoO3 flake is similar to what is observed in α-MoO3 (Figure 4.7a). 
The selected area diffraction (SAD) pattern (Figure 4.7d) also confirms the presence 
of an orthorhombic structure. The XRD diffractogram in Figure 4.7e shows the 
existence of orthorhombic Mo17O47 (ICDD No: 74-2265) in the flake after H2 gas 
exposure for 40 min. The dominant peak at 22.49° corresponds to the preferential 
orientation of (001) in Mo17O47. These indicate perfect crystallinity of the layers and 
also perfectly matched crystal lattices of MoO3 and MoO(3–x). 
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Figure 4.7| (a) TEM micrograph of an exfoliated MoO3 crystal with inset showing magnified 
lattice arrangement with parameters matching α-MoO3 (ICDD No: 35-0609). (b) STM image 
of a sub-stoichiometric MoO(3–x) flake with similar lattice spacing to that of MoO3 and inset 
of (a). (c) HRTEM image of a MoO(3-x) flake with inset showing the lattice spacing, (d) and 
its corresponding SAD pattern of the flake. (e) XRD diffractogram of a MoO3 flake showing 
the presence of orthorhombic Mo17O47 after H2 gas intercalation for 40 min. 
 
In order to assess the change in bandgap in the progression of catalyzed H2 exposure, 
XPS and absorbance spectral studies were performed on a MoO3 flake (see section 
4.2.2 for experimental details) Figure 4.8a  displays the XPS results obtained on the 
surface of a MoO3 flake. The Mo(3d) peak in progression with the intercalation process, 
displays a shift  towards the right (decrease in binding energy), designating partial reduction. 
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Beyond 20 min of exposure the peak shift has ceased, indicating saturated levels of 
intercalation. The binding energies of the XPS system were calibrated by aligning the 
elemental binding energies to the adventitious carbon (C1s binding energy of 
285 eV) peaks on the sample surface. Hence, the shift of the XPS peak to lower 
binding energies depicts a reduction. 
 Figure 4.8b shows the bandgap values calculated from the absorbance spectra. The 
bandgap was observed to reduce from 3.25 to 2.65 eV, after 40 min exposure to H2 
gas and to smaller values less than 2 eV afterwards (which can be extrapolated).  
 
Figure 4.8| (a) XPS conducted on the surface of a MoO3 flake in progression with the 
intercalation process. (b) Photon energy vs. (αhv)2 curves derived from the absorbance 
spectrum of a MoO3 flake with progression of catalyzed gas phase H
+
 intercalation. 
Intersection of the linear fit with the x–axis indicates the bandgap energy, used to depict the 
change in estimated optical bandgap with progression of the intercalation process (inset). 
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Similarly, highly energetic electron/ion beams and annealing in a high vacuum 
environment can also reduce the material.[13] Figure 4.9 shows the Raman spectra 
of a MoO3 flake, which underwent direct electron beam lithography for the purpose 
of fabricating Pt electrodes. The spectral acquisition was taken from an area almost 
touching the Pt electrodes (near electrode spectrum) and the area several 100s of nm 
further (further from electrode spectrum). Both spectra show partial reduction similar 
to those of H
+
 intercalation.  
 
Figure 4.9| Raman spectra of a sub-stoichiometric MoO(3–x) acquired from a thick sample, 
which was adjacent to the Pt electrodes, that was deposited using highly energetic electron 
beam. 
 
The results confirm the presence of sub-stoichiometric MoO(3–x), and the ability to 
reduce bandgap as a function of x. So, any of the aforementioned methods can be 
equally used for obtaining MoO(3–x). In brief, by introducing the oxygen vacancies, 
Mo
6+
 neighboring the oxygen vacancies in the MoO3 lattice would be reduced to 
Mo
5+
, injecting an electron to the conduction band. [13, 14]  The additional electron 
from such Mo
5+
 is delocalized within the layers, since it is not tightly bound to any 
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Mo
6+
 core cation. This will give rise to a gap state in between the valence and 
conduction bands of MoO3, hence narrowing its band gap.  
4.3.3 FETs based on 2D α-MoO3 
FETs were fabricated using mechanically exfoliated 2D α-MoO3 flakes (see section 
4.2.3 for detailed fabrication process). Figure 4.10a depicts the three dimensional 
(3D) schematic illustration of a 2D MoO3 FET. Figure 4.10b shows the AFM image 
of a FET with a ~11 nm flake comprised of 8 fundamental atomic layers of MoO3, 
each with the thickness of approximately 1.4 nm.[4] This was the thinnest flake, 
which could be incorporated into a device, as the electron beam in the equipment 
used, had a detrimental effect on the formation of contacts to thinner samples. Many 
devices were fabricated with varying MoO3 thicknesses from several microns to the 
minimum of 11 nm, with and without the application of electron beam lithography, 
to benchmark the performance of the devices and contacts (discussed later). 
 
Figure 4.10| (a) 3D schematic illustration of the I-V Characterization setup, for a 2D MoO3 
FET (not to scale). (b) AFM scan of a MoO3 FET fabricated by electron beam direct writing 
with the corresponding thickness profile of the flake. The measured thickness of ~11 nm 
indicates the presence of eight fundamental layers in MoO3. 
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The material in the structure of the FETs were partially reduced due to the electron 
beam bombardment, thereby generating oxygen vacancies, resulting in the formation 
of sub-stoichiometric MoO(3–x). 
Figures 4.11a and b schematically illustrates the reduction progress along the cross 
section of the FET.  Raman spectra of the 2D layer, used in the FET (Figure 4.11c), 
also contains the expected Raman peak shift feature at 780 cm
–1
, corresponding to 
MoO(3–x), similar to those observed in H
+
 intercalation (Figure 4.5b) and electron 
beam bombardment (Figure 4.9). 
 
Figure 4.11| (a-b) Cross-sectional schematic of the formation of sub-stoichiometric states in 
MoO3 as a result of electron beam bombardment and intercalation. (c) Micro-Raman spectra 
of the MoO3 flake in Figure 4.10b with broad peak at 780 cm
–1
 (absent in background 
measurement of substrate) indicating presence of MoO(3–x). 
 
Current–voltage (I–V) characteristics of the FETs were obtained for a range of back-
gate voltages are shown in Figure 4.12. Carrier mobility of the device was calculated 
using the following equation:[15] 
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(4.1) 
where ΔIDS/ΔVGS is the transconductance defined by the drain–source current (IDS) 
and the gate–source voltage (VGS), l = 800 nm is the channel length, w = 80 nm is the 
channel width, C = 1.1510–8 F m
–2
 is capacitance per unit area of the gate dielectric 
material, and VDS = 20 mV is the drain–source voltage. The carrier mobility was 
calculated from the I–V curves to be >1100 cm2V–1s–1. Figure 4.13 illustrates the 
current–voltage (I–V) curves of the device incorporating the 11 nm layer in a linear 
scale. The charge carrier mobilities calculated from Equation 1 for different VDS 
values of 20, 50, and 100 mV are 1160, 1270, and 1360 cm
2
V
–1
s
–1
, respectively. The 
mobility values obtained over 20 cycles of I–V measurements were within a 10% 
margin of 1100 cm
2
V
–1
s
–1
. The measurements were conducted in a period of 5 days 
and the device remained quite stable. 
 
Figure 4.12| The experimental I–V characteristics of the MoO3 FET. (a)  IDS vs. VDS 
characteristics of the FET with varying back-gate voltages (VGS) in steps of 0.4 V from –2 to 
+2 V. (b) Corresponding IDS–VGS curves of the FET acquired at VDS values of 20, 50, and 
100 mV. 
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Figure 4.13| Drain current (IDS) vs. gate voltage (VGS) curves in linear scale, obtained at VDS 
values of 20, 50, and 100 mV. Dotted black lines indicate the transconductance in the linear 
range. 
 
In this device the surface charge density in the linear IDS–VGS regime was estimated 
using the following equation: 
 (4.2) 
where VTH = 0.2 V is the threshold voltage extracted from the transfer 
characteristics, VGS is the gate voltage and Cox = 1.15 × 10
–8
 Fcm
–2
 is the gate 
capacitance per unit area. The surface charge density at 
VGS = 1.3 V was therefore estimated to be 1.73 × 10
–8 
Ccm
–2
, equivalent to a surface 
carrier density of 1.08 × 10
11 
cm
–2
, averaged for a range of VGS values in the linear 
regime of IDS–VGS curves. It is important to mention that the FETs could not be 
completely switched off. The intercalation process caused the top layer to become 
nearly metallic (discussed later), effectively reducing the ON/OFF ratio to <10
3
 
(Figure 3b). This near-metallic layer proved to be very effective for the injection of 
excess electrons, similar to high electron mobility transistor structures.[16] The gate 
)( THGSOX VVCne 
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modulation seems significant under small range of gate bias (from -2 to 2 V),[17] 
considering the existing thick gate dielectric layer (300 nm of SiO2).  
Temperature dependent mobility studies were conducted in the range of 20 to 
100 C, and compared to the theoretical calculations. Change of free carrier 
mobilities as a function of temperature with the parameters describing our 2D MoO(3-
x) layer are calculated using Born approximation  equation (see chapter 2 section 
2.2.2.2) and presented in Figure 4.14. The parameters are estimated according to the 
values found in literature.[18-20] In these calculations, the electron effective mass is 
1.82  10–31 kg, relative high frequency dielectric constant is ~200, the relative static 
dielectric constant, is ~500, lower optical energy is  ~5.96  10
–18
 J, width of 
quantum well is 1.35 nm, longitudinal acoustic phonon velocity  is 3.9  103 ms–1, 
transverse acoustic phonon velocity is 2.3  103 ms–1, density of the crystal ρ is 
4.69  103 kgm–3, acoustic deformation potential is 1.1  10–18 J, donor density is 
1.61  1016 m–3, and electron wave vector is 7.3  108 m–1. The overall mobility 
calculated by the Matthiesen’s Rule is denoted by the dotted line. As can be inferred, 
for the aforementioned parameters, the acoustic scattering is the dominant limiting 
phenomenon for the carrier mobility at all presented temperatures. For comparison, 
the experimental charge carrier mobilities are also shown in the same figure. 
The dielectric value of nano materials may vary to their bulk counterparts in 
dimensions at levels of few fundamental atomically thin layers (generally less than 5 
nm) especially at cryogenic temperatures. The effective dielectric constant was 
determined from the capacitance measurements of a few layers. A large flake made 
of layered α-MoO3 was exfoliated. Top and bottom electrodes were formed using 
conductive silver paste. The dielectric constant of the flake made of highly oriented, 
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parallel stacked fundamental layers of α-MoO3 was measured to be approximately in 
the range of 45 to 65. The error of measurement was within ±25% of the mean value 
due to the noise level seen in the measurement of the very small magnitude of 
capacitance. As suggested by Naouel et al.[21]  and Saad et al.
 
[20] the dielectric 
constant of MoO3 is in the range of 200 to 500 for films made of randomly oriented 
flakes or grains. However, the measurements show a dramatic decrease in the value 
of the dielectric constant, which is in agreement with the work of Natori et  al.[22] 
and Hwang et al.
 
[23] 
 
Figure 4.14| The charge carrier mobility resulting from different scattering effects, as a 
function of temperature for different dielectric constant values. The experimental charge 
carrier mobility is presented for comparison. 
 
In order to verify any variance in the carrier mobility due to a change in dielectric 
value, theoretical scattering calculations in comparison with the bulk value, in the 
case of the dielectric value reducing by almost one order of magnitude (dielectric 
constant as small as 45 for the 11 nm layer in comparison to 500 for bulk) have been 
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presented. As shown in Figure 4.14, we can clearly see that the Coulomb scattering 
dominates at temperatures below 100 K, and above these temperatures, acoustic 
scattering is still the limiting factor of the overall mobility. The total carrier mobility 
seen above 200 K, demonstrates only a negligible change. The experimental values 
are in good agreement with the theoretical trend. Any variation between the 
theoretical and experimental values may be attributed to surface roughness scattering 
as the surface of the substrate was observed relatively rough, considering the 
thickness of the MoO(3–x). Figure 4.15 illustrates the surface roughness of SiO2 
substrate, close to the conduction channel.  
 
Figure 4.15| AFM image of the FET illustrating the roughness of the SiO2 surface. The 
cross-sectional roughness profile indicates the surface roughness is less than 1.5 nm.. 
 
Table 4.1 presents a comparison of carrier mobilities reported for various 2D 
materials.  As seen, graphene nanoribbon structures with bandgap suffer a dramatic 
loss in carrier mobilities in comparison with graphene sheets. Mobilities in mono-
layered MoS2 with and without a high dielectric gate still fall short of Si. Carrier 
mobilities achieved in 2D MoO3 proves competent to Si structures. 
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Table 4.1| Comparison of the mobility values reported for different 2D materials  
Material Mobility (cm
2
 V
-1
 s
-1
) 
Graphene [24]  >10,000 
Graphene nano ribbons [25]
 
<500  
Silicon [26] 500-1500 
Single layer MoS2 [27] <5 
Single layer MoS2 with HfO2 [28] ~220 
MoO(3-x) [in this work] ~1100 
 
In addition to the electron beam lithography, many complementary devices were 
fabricated by directly exfoliating the MoO3 flakes onto gold patterned electrodes. 
The inset of Figure 4.16 shows one such device. These devices did not show any 
response before the H
+
 intercalation. However, after the exposure to H2 gas for 
20 min at 200 °C typical field effect transistor (FET) behavior was observed. The 
devices were then brought down to the room temperature and the current–voltage (I–
V) curves were obtained. The I-V characteristics of a H
+
 intercalated MoO3-based 
FET conducted for a range of back-gate voltages are shown on Figure 4.16. 
Thickness of this layered flake was measured to be approximately 1.6 µm and the 
device was tested with the back-gate electrode configuration. The curves still display 
Schottky characteristics at the gold and α-MoO3 interface, as no high energy electron 
beam has been implemented here to reduce the top α-MoO3 flakes in order to form 
Ohmic contacts. The room temperature carrier mobility after the gas phase 
intercalation was calculated to be ~6 cm
2 
V
–1
s
–1
. The measured mobility value is 
even larger than previously reported ‘back-gate’ values of single atomic layer 
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devices based on MoS2 without any HfO2.[27, 28] Obviously, this observed increase 
in the mobility can be related to the sub-stoichiometry introduced by the oxygen 
vacancies caused by the H
+
 intercalation. This increase in mobility, which is 
observed without using the electron beam, evidently rules out the possibility of 
reduced SiO2 (Si) presence, contributing to any field enhancement behavior.  
 
Figure 4.16| Current–voltage characteristics at different back-gate voltages (VGS) of an H
+
 
intercalated MoO3 FET. Inset: Optical microscopic image of the intercalated MoO3 based 
device. 
 
4.3.4 DFT studies of charge injection and band structural changes 
in MoO(3–x) 
In the experimental studies, individual MoO3 layers were rendered with excess 
electrons either due to hydrogen intercalation (HyMoO3) or due to the formation of 
oxygen vacancies resulting in non-stoichiometric structure (MoO(3–x)). As mentioned 
earlier, both these mechanisms lead to similar electronic behavior. Something which 
is of importance is the formation of near Ohmic contacts under the electron beam 
established Pt electrodes. The Raman spectral measurements show that the highly 
energetic beam produces a highly reduced MoO(3–x) layer under and near the Pt 
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electrodes, which is almost metallic. During the FET operation, electrons can be 
easily transferred from Pt to this near metallic layer, which can then be further 
injected down into the underneath layers through van der Waals gaps. This electronic 
charge transfer from the conducting non-stoichiometric layer to neighboring more 
stoichiometric layers has been confirmed by density functional theory (DFT) 
simulations. As shown in Figure 4.17, the conduction states in neighbor layers L1, 
L2, L1 and L2  are pushed down below the Fermi level resulting in reduced energy 
gaps between these layer’s valence states and conduction states. Thus, while the 
lattice matching remains perfect, the free charge carriers can be exchanged between 
the layers and eventually guided within the planes. 
 
Figure 4.17| Density functional theory (DFT) simulations of charge injection in layered α-
MoO3. (a) Schematic illustrating ball and stick atomic model of bulk α-MoO3 with large, 
medium and small spheres denoting Mo, O, and H atoms, respectively. Only five MoO3 
layers are shown for clarity: Layer L0, where hydrogen atoms are adsorbed near the oxygen 
atom located at the corner of MoO3 octahedra, nearest layers L1 and L1, and next-nearest 
layers L2 and L2. (b) Partial density of states projected on each atomic site and summed for 
each layer. For nearest and next-nearest layers, ΔG denotes reduction in the band gap from 
their bulk, defect-free state. 
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In order to study the influence of individual MoO3 layers with excess electrons on 
the electronic structure of neighbor layers, two model systems were chosen: (i) bulk 
α-MoO3 with monolayer of intercalated hydrogen and (ii) multilayered α-MoO3 with 
a surface layer intercalated. 
Bulk α-MoO3: During structural optimization of a 111 bulk α-MoO3, the 
supercell vectors and all ionic positions were relaxed using a conjugate gradient 
algorithm until the Hellmann-Feynman forces were less than 0.01 eV/Å. Plane-wave 
kinetic energy cutoff of 500 eV was used, while 15155 Monkhorst-Pack mesh was 
used to sample irreducible Brillouin zone.  The obtained optimized lattice parameters 
were a = 3.90 Å, b = 3.71 Å and c = 14.07 Å, which are in good agreement with 
earlier computational studies and are within 1.6% of the experimentally measured 
lattice parameters.[29]  
Next a 113 periodic supercell, containing six MoO3 layers was employed 
(Figure 4.18a). The layer marked L0 was intercalated with hydrogen adsorbed near 
the single-coordinated terminal oxygen (marked O1) situated at the corner of MoO3 
octahedron. It was found that hydrogen intercalation in one layer results in a net 2% 
expansion of the α-MoO3 lattice parameter along c direction. Following the structural 
optimization, accurate electronic density of states projected on each atomic site and 
s, p, and d atomic orbitals were computed. The projected densities of states were then 
added together to compute partial density of states for each layer. Finally, the net 
charge transferred from layer L0 to nearby layers was obtained using Bader charge 
analysis.[30] Table 4.2 shows the net charge transferred from layer L0 to 
neighboring layers L1, L2, L1 and L2. It was found that upon hydrogen 
intercalation, layer L0 retains a significant fraction of extra electron (~0.87 e
–
), while 
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the rest (~0.13 e
–
) is transferred to neighboring layers. It is also evident that the 
degree of charge transfer across the van der Waals gap depends strongly on the 
distance from the intercalated hydrogen, with the layer nearest across the van der 
Waals gap (layer L1) receiving a significantly greater portion of the extra charge than 
the furthest layers. Table 4.2 also shows the corresponding reduction in the band gap 
for (ΔG) for the layers L1, L2, L1 and L2. As shown in Figure 4.17a, the reduction 
in band gaps can attributed to the conduction states being pushed down under the 
Fermi level as a result of the net charge transfer to the stoichiometric layers. 
Consequently, the greater charge transfer leads to greater reduction in band gaps.  
 
Figure 4.18| (a) Schematic illustrating ball and stick atomic model of five α-MoO3 layers of 
the periodic bulk supercell. Red blue and green spheres denote Mo, O and H atoms, 
respectively. Hydrogen atoms are adsorbed near the single-coordinated oxygen (marked O1) 
in layer L0. O2 and O3 denote oxygen atoms shared at the edges or corner of neighboring 
MoO3 octahedra. (b) Partial density of states for Mo and O in layers L0 and L1’ as marked in 
(a). 
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Table 4.2| Net charge transfer through van der Waals gap and reduction in the bandgap for 
nearest (L1 and L1) and next-nearest layers (L2 and L2) as denoted in Figure 4.17a. 
Layer 
Net charge transferred from 
layer L0 
Reduction in bandgap (eV) 
L3 0.0007 e

 0.29 
L2 0.0009 e

 0.32 
L1 0.1256 e

 0.61 
 L1 0.0017 e 0.37 
 L2 0.0003 e 0.30 
 
 
In general, it was found that for two nearest stoichiometric layers, the bandgap is 
lowered by 0.3-0.6 eV. Figure 4.17b also shows the partial densities of states for Mo 
and O atoms in hydrogen intercalated layer (layer L0) and neighboring 
stoichiometric layer L1. It is evident that the net interlayer charge transfer is 
primarily shared by 2p states of three O atoms closest to the layer with excess 
charge. For layer L0, the extra charge is primarily shared by edge-, corner-sharing O 
atoms and Mo. For the case of non-stoichiometric MoO(3–x) layer, with the formation 
of oxygen vacancies as the mechanism for introducing excess charge, the overall 
behavior of charge transfer across the van der Waals gap and accompanying the 
reduction in band gap is expected to remain qualitatively similar. The simulations of 
interlayer charge transfer and reduction in band gaps thus provide theoretical support 
for increase in the charge carrier mobility as observed in experiments. 
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 Finally, it should be noted that for bulk-MoO3, the obtained calculated band gap of 
1.5 eV, which is in reasonable agreement with the earlier DFT studies,[31] but much 
smaller than the experimentally measured value.[11] It is well known that DFT 
simulations based on the generalized gradient approximations typically 
underestimate the experimental band gaps.[32] In such situations, GGA+U methods 
are usually employed to accurately describe onsite Coulombic interactions in 
strongly correlated systems. However, for the case of bulk MoO3, studies using 
GGA+U methods reported negligible change in the band gap.[11, 32] It is worth 
emphasizing that the aim here is not to predict the precise band gaps, but rather to 
illustrate the change in electronic structure of stoichiometric MoO3 layers near non-
stoichiometric layers and to provide explanations for increased carrier mobility and 
reduced band gaps as observed in our experiments. Therefore the studies have been 
restricted to DFT simulations using generalized gradient approximation. 
Multilayered α-MoO3: In order to investigate the influence a surface MoO3 layer 
with excess charge, a 114 α-MoO3 supercell with monolayer coverage of 
hydrogen on a surface layer was considered, as shown in Figure 4.18a. The periodic 
images along c direction were separated by 20 Å vacuum in order to avoid any 
interactions. The structural optimization and density of states calculations were 
performed following similar methods as described in the case of bulk α-MoO3. It was 
found that for the stoichiometric layers L1, L2 and L3 the net charge transferred from 
the surface layer L0 is 0.0205 e
–
, 0.0024 e
– 
and 0.0092 e
–
, respectively, with an 
approximately 0.5 eV reduction in their band gaps as shown in Figure 4.18b. Due to 
hydrogen intercalation at the surface, the magnitude of charge transfer and reduction 
in the band gap for nearest layer L1 is smaller than the case of intercalation in bulk 
α-MoO3. It was also noted that the band gap for the surface layer L3 (the furthest 
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layer from layer L0) is slightly lower than the band gap of layer L2, due an increased 
charge accumulation at the surface layer. Overall, the multilayer results are in good 
qualitative agreement with bulk α-MoO3 case, with a 0.47 and 0.52 eV reductions in 
the band gap of two stoichiometric layers nearest to the layer with excess charge. 
 
Figure 4.19| (a) A schematic of a four-layer α-MoO3 structure with red, blue and green 
spheres denoting Mo, O and H atoms, respectively. Hydrogen atom is adsorbed near the 
single-coordinated oxygen at the corner of MoO3 octahedron of the surface layer L0. 
(b) Partial density of states for layers L0 and L3. For layers L1 and L3, ΔG is the reduction 
in their band gaps as a result of hydrogen intercalation in layer L0. 
 
4.4 Summary 
By implementing a  high dielectric 2D MoO3 structure, The author was able to 
reduce the Coulomb scattering potential effect significantly, which resulted in the 
carrier mobility values >1100 cm
2
V
–1
s
–1
 that readily exceeded those of doped and 
low dimensional silicon,[26] and that of single layer MoS2.[28] As the intrinsic 
bandgap of α-MoO3 is so wide; it does not thermionically generate enough charge 
carriers, required for the operation of FETs. Here, the author used Coulomb charges 
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in order to reduce the bandgap of the 2D MoO3. As described in this chapter, these 
charges can be introduced by either intercalated H
+
, or the partial reduction of MoO3 
to MoO(3–x). These processes produce gap states, resulting in the reduction of the 
materials bandgap as well as increase the carrier concentration in the nanostructure. 
In low-  materials, the incorporation of Coulomb charges decreases the carrier 
mobilities due to the Coulomb scattering effect which limits the overall mobility. 
However, in high-  MoO(3-x) the Coulomb scattering effect is minimized and the 
carrier mobility still remains high as acoustic phonon scattering emerges as the 
limiting factor of the overall mobility. Additionally, the Coulomb charges also 
generate near Ohmic contacts at the drain and source electrodes, that allow the 
injection of electrons into the FET channel. 
In addition, the author experimentally studied the temperature dependent nature of 
the carrier mobilities in these structures and compared to the theoretically predicted 
trend. The theoretical values were in good agreement with the experimental results. 
Furthermore, in collaboration with the researchers from Monash University, the 
author conducted DFT simulations and analysis of charge injection and band 
structural changes in 2D MoO3 were conducted in order to complement the 
experimental findings. Well known procedures for the large scale synthesis and 
manipulation of 2D MoO3 and many other transition metal oxides,[33] as well as 
their relative abundance in nature and their great optical and catalytic properties, 
renders them ideal building blocks of future electronic and optical devices, sensors, 
and integrated circuits. 
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Chapter 5 
 
Field effect biosenors based on 2D α-MoO3  
5.1 Introduction 
Although two dimensional (2D) semiconductors have so far been increasingly 
studied for their various physical and chemical applications,[1-6] their biosensing 
capabilities are yet to be fully explored. Recently 2D molybdenum disulphide 
(MoS2) based sensing of bio molecules has been reported, where the high 
fluorescence quenching efficiency of monolayered MoS2 and different affinities 
towards single and double strand DNA have been utilized in sensing processes.[7]  
MoS2-graphene composites have also been used in electrochemical sensing which 
can be potentially adopted for biosensing applications.[8]  
In the previous chapter, the author presented the first demonstration two dimensional 
(2D) α-MoO3 based field effect transistors (FETs) with enhanced mobilities 
exceeding 1100 cm
2
V
–1
s
–1
. The author ascribes such outcomes to MoO3’s favourable 
aspects such as high dielectric value and easily tuneable band structure.[9] Such 
enhanced mobilities allow MoO3 based FETs to be potentially used as transducing 
platforms for developing sensors with high sensitivities. As such, 2D MoO3 can 
potentially be a great platform for the formation of FETs based chemical and bio 
sensors. 
In this chapter, the author explores the viability of 2D α-MoO3 based field effect 
biosensing platforms. Based on the literature review, the author develops a high yield 
liquid exfoliation method for realizing 2D MoO3 nanoflakes. Here, the author drop 
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casts and anneals the exfoliated MoO3 suspension in order to form nanostructured 
thin films made of 2D MoO3 nanoflakes. The author extensively characterizes the 
exfoliated suspension, nanoflakes and the thin films so as to establish the high 
quality nature of the obtained nanostructures. By employing such films, the author 
presents the first demonstration of 2D MoO3 based field effect biosensing platform, 
using bovine serum albumin (BSA) as a model protein. Here, the author 
demonstrates the successful sensing of BSA at various concentrations. The author 
then analyzes the surface to better understand the immobilization of BSA onto the 
nanostructured MoO3 film surfaces. Based on the analyses, the author presents 
detailed mechanisms describing the interaction between the protein and the surface 
as well as the field effect sensing response. The contents of this chapter are currently 
under peer review process in the journal ACS Nano.[10] 
5.2 Experimental  
5.2.1 Liquid phase exfoliation process 
The exfoliation process of MoO3 was adopted from the report by Yao et al. for the 
exfoliation of MoS2.[11] Figure 5.1 schematically illustrates the three step 
exfoliation process. Briefly, 1 g MoO3 nanopowder (China Rare Materials Co.) was 
ground for 15 min in acetonitrile (1 ml) using a mortar and pestle. The mixture was 
then probe sonicated (Ultrasonic Processor GEX500) for two hours in 40 ml 
ethanol/water (1:1 ratio) solution. The resulting exfoliated MoO3 suspension was 
then centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 30 min in order to separate the exfoliated 
nanoflakes (supernatant) from the rest of the mixture.   
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Figure 5.1| The three-step liquid exfoliation process. Green lines denote atomically thin α-
MoO3 nanosheets.  
 
5.2.2 Device Fabrication 
The supernatant of the centrifuged suspension was drop casted on rough alumina 
substrates. The samples were then annealed at 220 °C for 45 min. After cooling 
down, 1 to 1.5 nm of Au layer was deposited on the MoO3 thin films using a 
precision etching and coating system (PECS). This layer of Au plays two rules: 
(1) decreases the bandgap of MoO3, in order to increase the conductivity of the films 
at room temperature[9]  and (2) provides the active surface for the model protein in 
this work to be immobilized onto, as BSA has a high affinity towards gold. A 
cylindrical polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) well with a volume of ~50 µl, was 
mechanically adhered onto the substrates covered with the thin films. Electrodes for 
electrical measurements were then fabricated using conductive Ag paste 
(Figure 5.2). 
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Figure 5.2| Three dimensional schematic illustration of the fabricated sensor (not to scale).  
 
5.2.3 Equipment and characterization tools 
The exfoliated MoO3 suspension was characterized using UV/Vis absorbance 
spectrosopy by means of an Ocean Optics HR4000 spectrophotometer equipped with 
a Micropack DH-2000 UV-VIS-NIR source.  Transmission electron microscope 
(TEM) and high resolution TEM (HRTEM) images of the MoO3 nanoflakes were 
acquired on a JEOL 2100F HRTEM. Cross sectional scanning electron microscope 
(SEM) imges of the drop casted thin films were obtained using a FEI Nova Nano 
SEM. Bruker Multimode 8 atomic force microscope (AFM) was used to analyse the 
surface topography as well as adhesion mapping of the MoO3 and BSA/MoO3 
surfaces. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were obtained using a Bruker D8 
microdiffractometer equipped with a general area detector diffraction system 
(GADDS). Data were collected at room temperature using a copper source with a 
potential of 40 kV and a current of 40 mA.  Renishaw InVia Micro-Raman system 
equipped with a 5 mW, 633 nm laser and a Leica microscope with a 50× objective 
was used for Raman spectral analysis. Keithly 2001 impedance analyser with a data 
acquisition setup was used for attaining the dynamic sensor response. 
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5.3 Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 Characterization of the exfoliated α-MoO3 
The UV-Vis absorbance spectrum of the exfoliated MoO3 nanoflake suspension 
(Figure 5.3) shows an increase in absorbance in the range of 350 to 450 nm. The 
suspension appears to be blue/yellow in color (Figure 5.3 inset) which is in 
agreement with the absorbance spectrum.  
 
Figure 5.3| UV-Vis range absorbance spectrum of the exfoliated α-MoO3 suspension with 
inset showing its optical image.  
 
TEM and AFM analyses were conducted in order to determine the crystal 
arrangement and 2D nature of the α-MoO3 nanoflakes from the suspension. TEM 
images (Figure 5.4a) reveal that the majority of suspended particles are 2D α-MoO3 
flakes with typical lateral dimensions in the range of 50 to 150 nm. Some nano-rod 
features are also occasionally seen. The HRTEM image (Figure 5.4a inset) clearly 
shows the typical lattice spacing of highly ordered α-MoO3 crystals as previously 
reported.[9, 12] The lattice spacing of 0.39 nm is observed as an evidence for 
perfectly crystalline α-MoO3 planar structure. 
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Figure 5.4| (a) TEM image of the 2D MoO3 nanoflakes, with inset showing a magnified 
HRTEM image, clearly indicating the lattice spacing of α-MoO3. (b) AFM scan of the MoO3 
nanoflakes with their cross sectional thickness profile (x-axis to scale) indicating the 
presence of double layered and multiples of double layer MoO3 sheers (L ~1.4 nm for a 
double layer). 
 
AFM analysis (Figure 5.4b) of the MoO3 nanoflakes indicates the presence of single 
and few layers. The thickness profiles indicate that the flakes mostly exist in 
multiples of 1.4 nm, which corresponds to the thickness of a fundamental double 
layered orthorhombic α-MoO3 nanosheet.[9, 12]  This is generally expected and 
commonly observed, since the double layers are composed of strong, covalently 
bonded MoO6 octahedra.[9, 12]  The typical lateral dimensions observed in the AFM 
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scans are also in agreement with the TEM results. The majority of the flakes were 
made of one double layer (1.4 nm) or two double layers (2.8 nm). 
Figure 5.5a shows the cross sectional SEM image of a drop casted MoO3 thin film 
on a rough alumina substrate of micron size profile, annealed at 220 °C. The rough 
alumina substrate was chosen as this superstate allows the formation of a 
homogenous nanostructured MoO3 films after the drop casting. In contrast, 
homogenous films were not obtained onto optically smooth silicon, glass and quartz 
substrates. A compact layer of MoO3 was observed to have adopted the surface 
profile of the alumina substrate. As seen in Figure 5.5a inset, the typical thickness of 
the film was approximately between 150 – 170 nm. The XRD analysis of the drop 
casted and annealed thin film shows dominant peaks of layered orthorhombic α-
MoO3 and minor contributions of hydrated MoO3 (Figure 5.5b). The dominant peaks 
observed at 12.8, 25.8 and 39 ° correspond to (020) (040) and (060) planes of α-
MoO3 (ICDD Card No. 35-0609), respectively.[12, 13] This is indicative of the thin 
film composition that is largely comprised of layered α-MoO3 nanoflakes, which is 
also in agreement with the TEM analysis.  
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Figure 5.5| (a) Cross sectional SEM images of a nanostructured thin film made of 2D MoO3 
nanoflakes on an alumina substrate with inset showing the thickness of the film. (b) The 
XRD pattern of a drop casted film indicating the dominant presence of layered α-MoO3 
phase. Peaks corresponding to hydrated MoO3 are denoted by [*]).  
 
5.3.2 Field effect biosensing performance of 2D α-MoO3 
As suggested in the introduction, BSA is used as a model protein for the sensing 
experiments presented in this paper. BSA sensing has been undertaken using 
different optical systems based on transmission/absorbance spectroscopy, surface 
enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), fluorescence spectroscopy, and resonance 
light scattering.[14-17] BSA has also been used for assessing electrochemical 
sensing platforms.[18, 19]  
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FET based sensors, made of nanostructured 2D α-MoO3 thin films, were fabricated 
and liquid wells, for applying the biosamples, were incorporated. Details of the 
fabrication of the sensors are presented in Experimental section. Prior to the BSA 
(Invitrogen) biosensing measurements, 15 μl of Milli-Q water was poured into the 
PDMS well using a micro-pipette and we waited for ~ 3 to 5 minutes for achieving a 
stable baseline. This was followed by the addition of 15 μl solution containing 
different concentrations of BSA in Milli-Q water using a micro-pipette into the 
already existing 15 μl Milli-Q in the well. The total 30 μl solution was stirred for 
~5 s to allow the BSA solution completely mix, resulting in the concentration of the 
BSA in the well to become half that of the added solution. After this, 15 μl of the 
solution was extracted from the well in order to maintain the solution volume at a 
constant value to eliminate any effect of volumetric change in the dynamic response. 
The baseline was then adjusted to zero in order to remove any possible effect due to 
the pH change. Approximately, 15 devices were fabricated and each device was only 
used for a single sensing measurement. For these devices, the resistance of the active 
channels were in the range of 10 to 60 kΩ. 
Electrical measurements were carried out to assess the effect of BSA immobilization 
onto the active surface of the α-MoO3 FETs. The dynamic responses of the sensors, 
which were acquired at room temperature at different concentrations of BSA, is 
shown in Figure 5.6a. It was observed that the MoO3 film resistance increased on 
average by ~1.0% for BSA concentrations as low as 1 mg ml
–1
 (~15 µM). The 
average percentage change in resistance values of ~24.5% were observed for 
maximum BSA concentrations of 25 mg ml
–1
. The response times were observed to 
be less than 10 s for all BSA concentrations. Measurements at each concentration 
were repeated on 3 devices to assess the repeatability of the sensors. Figure 5.6b 
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shows the variation in the percentage resistance change as a function of the BSA 
concentration. The detection limit was obtained using the standard deviations in the 
signal/noise fluctuation which was ~0.23 % to be equal to 250 µg ml
–1
.  
 
Figure 5.6| (a) Dynamic response of the sensor as percentage resistance change at different 
concentrations of BSA (concentrations of 1, 2.5, 10 and 25 mg ml
1
) (b) sensitivity graph: 
percentage resistance change vs. concentration.  
 
5.3.3 Field effect biosensing mechanism 
Raman spectroscopy was employed to investigate the immobilization of BSA onto 
nanostructured films made of 2D MoO3 nanoflakes. Figure 5.7 shows the Raman 
spectra acquired only on BSA and MoO3 as well as BSA (25 mg ml
–1
) immobilized 
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onto MoO3 (BSA/MoO3). Sharp peaks at 820 and 996 cm
–1
 corresponding to the 
dominant M–O stretching modes as well as other vibrational modes are observed in 
the MoO3 spectrum.[12, 20] The broad peak appearing at 840 cm
–1
 and the 
broadening of the 666 cm
–1
 peak, indicate the presence of hydrated MoO3, [21] 
which is in agreement with the XRD analysis. The BSA spectrum shows distinct 
peaks at 2925 and 2872 cm
–1
as well as broad, low intensity, organic peaks in the 
range of 1600-1850 cm
–1
. The spectrum attained on BSA/MoO3 displays clearly 
distinguished peaks of hydrated MoO3 as well as BSA, without any notable changes 
to the bond vibrational frequencies. The loss of sharpness and intensity in the 
dominant MoO3 peaks can be attributed to further hydration of the active MoO3 
surface during baselining and immobilization process. These results also suggest that 
the BSA has not covalently bonded to the MoO3 surface and that the immobilization 
has been achieved via collective Van der Waals forces and electrostatic interactions 
as also suggested previously.[22, 23]  
 
Figure 5.7| Normalised Raman spectra of drop casted MoO3 thin film, BSA and BSA/MoO3 
on unpolished silicon substrates. Peaks denoted by (¤) MoO3, (●) BSA and (#) Si. 
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AFM was used for studying the surface roughness and the surface adhesion of both 
MoO3 and BSA/MoO3 surfaces. Figures 5.8a and b, show the AFM roughness 
comparison between the MoO3 thin film and BSA/MoO3 surfaces. The average 
surface roughness value for MoO3 was observed to be 45.3 nm where as for 
BSA/MoO3 surface it was 0.4 nm and became very smooth. This suggests that the 
BSA is densely immobilized onto the MoO3 surface and also fills the gaps. 
 
Figure 5.8| AFM surface roughness images of (a) MoO3 and (b) BSA on MoO3. AFM 
adhesion mapping images of the (c) MoO3 and (d) BSA on MoO3 samples, for (a) and (b) 
respectively. The voltage scale bar directly corresponds to the adhesive force between the 
surface and the AFM tip. 
 
Surface adhesive force mapping was conducted to assess the adhesion property of the 
surfaces. The voltage scale bars on Figures 5.8c and d, directly correspond to the 
adhesive force between the AFM tip and the scanned surface. Surface adhesion for 
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most of the MoO3 area (Figure 5.8c) lies below ~0.6 V whereas the minimum 
observed adhesive force for the BSA/MoO3 surface (Figure 5.8d) was >1.3 V. This 
clearly proves the dense coverage of highly adhesive BSA on the MoO3 thin film, 
which is in agreement with previous reports.[22] 
Based on the afore-presented observations and analyses, the author presents the 
following field effect sensing mechanism. Figure 5.9a illustrates the MoO3 
conduction channel before BSA immobilization and Figure 5.9b shows the effect of 
BSA on the conduction channel width. The MoO3 nanostructured thin film is 
composed of 2D α-MoO3 nanosheets that are stacked atop in parallel to the substrate. 
Collectively, these planar nanoflakes form a conduction channel with a large electron 
mobility that is a base for a FET of large transconductance, which result in an 
acceptable sensitivity. As previously shown in Chapter 4, the carrier mobility in 
individual nanoflakes with the thickness of less than 10 nm can exceed 1100 cm
2
V
–
1
s
–1
.[9] As BSA is injected into the liquid well, it densely immobilizes onto the active 
surface of the MoO3 channel. The immobilization occurs in less than 10 s as the very 
high permittivity of MoO3 film (relative permittivity of ~300)[24, 25] produces a 
strongly polarized surface for rapidly attracting the BSA molecules onto the surface 
of the conduction channel. Since MoO3 is an n-type semiconductor, the majority 
carriers are electrons. The negatively charged BSA on the MoO3 surface produces an 
electric field that repels the carriers in the conduction channel. This effect 
subsequently narrows down the conduction channel width, which leads to a decrease 
in the overall electrical conduction between the drain and source electrodes. Such a 
change in the channel conduction, results in a detectable sensor response. 
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Figure 5.9| The cross sectional schematic illustration of the MoO3 FET based sensor (a) 
without BSA and (b) with BSA immobilized onto the active surface. Blue spheres indicate 
electrons and the arrowheads denote their directional mobility. BSA is negatively charged. 
 
5.4 Summary 
The author presented a high yield liquid phase exfoliation process to obtain a 
suspension of 2D α-MoO3 nanoflakes. These nanoflakes showed to have a minimum 
thickness of ~1.4 nm corresponding to a fundamental double layer of α-MoO3. The 
drop casted thin films, made of this solution, were composed of highly crystalline 2D 
α-MoO3 nanoflakes suitable for establishing an electron conduction channel with 
large carrier mobility. The author also presented the first demonstration of biosensing 
capabilities of MoO3, using FET templates made of such nanostructured 2D α-MoO3 
films. Here, BSA was used as a model protein to show successful biosensing 
behaviour at different concentrations. The sensor detection limit was as small as 
250 µg ml
–1
.
 
The small response time (in the order of <10 s), achieved due to the 
high permittivity nature of the MoO3 nanoflakes, offers a highly competitive 
electronic based biosensing platform.  
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The presented exfoliation process in this chapter is valuable considering the 
increasing interest for 2D MoO3 synthesis for electronic and optoelectronic 
applications. In addition, the successful demonstration of biosensing capabilities of 
2D MoO3 nanostructures are an importance step in the development of highly 
sensitive 2D biosensing platforms. Biocompatibility of MoO3, its high permittivity 
and large electron mobility along with relative abundance and ease of synthesis, 
deems 2D α-MoO3 is favourable for future nanoelectronics and sensor applications.   
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Chapter 6 
 
Conclusions and future outlook 
6.1 Concluding remarks 
The author’s objectives in this Ph.D. research were to investigate the synthesis and 
characterization of two dimensional (2D) molybdenum trioxide and disulphide 
(MT&DS) for developing electronic and optical systems. These 2D materials were 
incorporated in creating electronic systems with tuneable properties.  
In this Ph.D. research, the author thoroughly investigated literature on layered 
molybdenum trioxide and dichalcogenides (MT&DCs). At the time that this PhD 
research started, an extensive review on the properties and applications of layered 
MT&DCs was lacking. Therefore, the author prepared a review article which 
presented a comprehensive analysis of the fundamental properties, synthesis 
approaches and applications of layered MT&DCs. Based on the literature review the 
author identified the possibilities and advancements that could be realized via the 
incorporation of MT&DS, in 2D systems. As such, the author’s research was 
organized and pursued in three major stages in order to achieve the proposed 
research outcomes and to target the gaps in the current knowledge. 
 In the first stage, the author developed a facile and efficient process for the synthesis 
of layered MoS2 and realized 2D layers via a mechanical exfoliation technique. The 
author then investigated the ion intercalation properties of 2D MoS2 in comparison to 
its bulk counterpart and characterized its effects using Raman spectroscopy.  
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In the second stage of the research work, the author investigated a thermal 
evaporation/mechanical exfoliation technique for obtaining 2D MoO3. Subsequently, 
various methods of bandgap tuning for the development of 2D MoO3 field effect 
transistors (FETs) were investigated by the author. By adopting such methods, for 
the first time, he successfully fabricated and demonstrated the enhanced performance 
and capabilities of FETs based on 2D MoO3.  
In the third and final stage of the Ph.D., the author explored the possibilities of 
electronic biosensing systems incorporating 2D MoO3. In pursuing this goal, the 
author developed a high yield liquid exfoliation method for producing suspended 2D 
MoO3 nanoflakes. By realizing large area nanostructured thin films based on such 
liquid exfoliated nanoflakes, for the first time, the author successfully established the 
viability of 2D MoO3 biosensing platforms.  
As such, the major achievements in each stage of this research work are summarised 
as follows: 
6.1.1 Stage 1 
• As presented in Chapter 3, at the time of this work, most of the available 
methods for the synthesis of layered MoS2 were rendered inefficient, 
hazardous or complex. The author’s effort to tackle such an issue resulted in 
the development of a facile and efficient process for the synthesis of layered 
MoS2. Here, the author employed a simple simultaneous thermal evaporation 
of MoO3 powder together with sulphur powder. The product obtained was 
high quality layered MoS2 structures. The successful demonstration of this 
process has already inspired numerous reports by other research groups on 
the synthesis approaches of layered MoS2. Within a period of 18 months, this 
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work has already attracted 18 citations [Ref: Google Scholar, July 2013]. 
• The synthesis process developed by the author of this thesis is non-hazardous 
as it neither involves any harmful materials nor it doesn’t produce any unsafe 
by-products.  It is both cost and time effective as it uses temperatures 
<830 °C (in comparison to other methods that generally require >900 °C) and 
needs < 5 hours. 
• The author thoroughly characterized the obtained layered MoS2. Based on 
these results, he presented detailed reaction mechanisms, defining the 
optimized synthesis process. Consequently, the author applied mechanical 
exfoliation on these layered MoS2 crystals and successfully achieved high 
quality 2D MoS2 flakes of thicknesses < 2.6 nm (4 layers or less), with steps 
of ~0.65 nm corresponding to the fundamental thickness of the material. 
• The author conducted Li+ exposure studies on the 2D MoS2 flakes. To the 
best of the author’s knowledge, this was the first investigation on the effects 
of 2D MoS2 nanoflakes electrochemical Li
+
 intercalation. Such knowledge is 
crucial in engineering such 2D systems with tuneable optical properties. 
Based on this approach, new research is already underway in controlling and 
manipulating the photoluminescence 2D MoS2. 
6.1.2 Stage 2 
• In this stage, the author conducted thermal evaporation of MoO3 powder in 
order to synthesize layered α-MoO3 crystals. The author thoroughly 
characterized the temperature dependant growth of various morphologies and 
achieved the growth of large area layered α-MoO3 at temperatures in the 
range of 560-600 °C. By the application of mechanical exfoliation process, he 
achieved 2D MoO3 flakes suitable for the fabrication of FETs.  
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• In order to develop FETs based on 2D MoO3, the author demonstrated 
various experimental approaches to reduce the band gap via H
+
 intercalation 
and partial reduction of the material, as the wide bandgap nature of MoO3 is 
not suitable for FET operation. Here, the author used Coulomb charges that 
produce gap states in between the valence and conduction bands of MoO3 
hence narrowing its band gap and increasing the free carrier concentration. 
• For the first time, the author realized FETs based on 2D MoO3, with 
enhanced carrier mobilities. The thinnest structure that was successfully 
incorporated in to a FET was ~11 nm in thickness, corresponding to 
8 fundamental layers of MoO3 (each 1.4 nm). As presented in Chapter 4, the 
observed mobility values (> 1100 cm
2
V
–1
s
–1
), exceed those of doped silicon 
and any other 2D FETs. Performance stability of the devices was investigated 
via testing the FETs over a prolonged period of time. 
• Theoretical trend in the overall carrier mobility influenced by various 
scattering mechanisms were predicted by the author. Based on this analysis, 
the author attributed the carrier mobility enhancement in 2D MoO3, to the 
intrinsic high dielectric nature of MoO3 suppressing the Coulomb charge 
scattering effect. By conducting temperature dependant mobility studies, the 
author also demonstrated that the experimental mobilities are in agreement 
with the theoretical trends which are obtained using the Born approximation. 
However, the theoretical mobility is slightly larger than that of the measured. 
This was assigned to the surface roughness of substrate used, which increases 
the roughness scattering effect. The author, in collaboration with his 
colleagues at Monash University, also provided theoretical verification of 
charge injection and bandgap reduction in a few layer MoO3 crystals by 
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density functional theory (DFT) studies. 
6.1.3 Stage 3 
• In the final stage of the Ph.D., the author developed a high yield liquid 
exfoliation method in producing 2D MoO3 nanoflakes. Here, the author 
utilized a three step grinding, sonication and centrifugation method in 
achieving 2D MoO3 nanoflakes suspension. The acquired 2D nanoflakes 
were characterized to be high purity crystalline α-MoO3. The majority of the 
flakes were found to be ~1.4 and 2.8 nm in thickness, corresponding to 
multiples of double layer MoO6 octahedra (of 1.4 nm thickness).  
• The author obtained large area nanostructured thin films, by drop casting the 
2D MoO3 nanoflakes suspension on rough alumina substrates followed by 
annealing. These thin films were characterized to be largely composed of 
high quality layered α-MoO3. In contrast to lithium ion or organic solvent 
assisted exfoliation techniques, this process produces high purity, compact 
thin films at high yields. 
• The author developed the first field effect biosensing platform based on 2D 
MoO3 nanostructured thin films. Bovine serum albumin (BSA) at various 
concentrations was utilized as the model protein for demonstrating the sensor 
performance. Repeatability and stability of the responses was established in 
multiple devices. Excellent response times <10 s were achieved with a sensor 
detection limit of 250 µg ml
–1
 for BSA. 
In conclusion this Ph.D. research has brought new knowledge and perspective to the 
current field of 2D semiconductor based electronics and optical systems. The author 
of this dissertation was awarded the Young Scientist Research Price 2012 by the 
Royal Society of Victoria, for the impact of his research work in Physical Sciences 
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category. In addition the authors work on the development of FETs, also received 
extensive media coverage in early 2013 both internationally (Phys.org, The register, 
and World Industrial Reporter) and nationally (The Age, The Australian, Herald Sun 
and Daily Telepgraph). Additionally, the outcomes of this research work have been 
published in prestigious peer reviewed journals and are presented in the following 
section.  
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(2012). 
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6.4 Recommendations for future work 
Significant progress has been achieved in the development of 2D electronic devices 
and systems as part of this PhD research. The versatilities of lamellar and low-
dimensional planar MT&DS are extraordinary, which demand intensive and more 
focused studies in this vibrant and rapidly growing field. As there are still numerous 
opportunities for expanding the research in alignment with the outcomes presented in 
this thesis, the author presents the following as the future outlook of this dissertation: 
• As mentioned in Chapter 4, the FET ON/OFF ratios based on 2D MoO3 were 
< 10
3
 due to the topmost near metallic layer of the channel. The ON/OFF 
ratios can be improved by adopting different fabrication routes in the 
development of 2D MoO3 FETs. As such, 2D MoO3 offers possibilities as an 
alternative to silicon, in the next generation of 2D electronics. 
• At a level of mono- or limited layers, MT&DS can restrain the motion of 
electric charges within the planes, showing strong quantum confinement in 
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the direction normal to the surface of the layers. As such, they become 
extremely sensitive to mechanical, chemical and electrical stimuli in low 
planar dimensions, which can be used for the development of a variety of 
transducers. 
• It is possible to form composite planar materials with various electronic 
properties that offer extraordinary superlattice structures with remarkable 
functionalities. Such structures offer possibilities of exceeding the current 
records of carrier mobility by one or two orders of magnitudes via dielectric 
engineering and creating multi-layers of different metal chalcogenides into 
high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) structures. Realization of such 
HEMT structures are envisioned by using a dedicated layer as the electron 
injection media and the other layers as the high dielectric media for mobile 
charge carriers at low scattering. 
• MT&DS can provide great solutions for energy storage due to their layered 
nature that allows for a large number of ions to be intercalated and stored 
within their lattice. Their planar structure also enables the fast movement of 
these ions in and out of the lattice, which provide facile access and high-
energy release rates. Such aspects can be utilized to suit the needs of 
industrial devices.  
• Lamellar and low-dimensional MT&DS have been less studied for their 
mechanical and piezoelectric properties. The enhanced mechanical properties 
of MoS2 and the theoretically predicted piezoelectric nature of 2D MT&DCs 
reveal their potential to be used in micro/nano mechanical systems for the 
development of highly sensitive sensors and low dimensional actuators.  
 
